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Abstract

This thesis studies and develops various image feature representation and learning
methods for visual search applications. We study both handcrafted features as
well as deep learning based representations. Handcrafted features based meth-
ods are light-weight and do not require large training data. However, they have
been outperformed by deep learning methods in various vision-related problems
in recent years. Nevertheless, deep learning methods generally require large data
and computational power. In view of this, this thesis will study both handcrafted
methods as well as deep learning methods for two selected domains, namely, visual
landmark search and visual fashion search and application.

The first application develops algorithms for visual landmark search. The presence
of repetitive patterns in landmark images causes visual burstiness issue which ad-
versely affect the image representation. To tackle this, we propose a novel Lattice-
Support Repetitive Local Feature Detection (LS-RLF) technique which first effec-
tively detects repetitive patterns present in images and then uses the detection
information during the image representation. As the repetitive pattern detection
is early-vision problem and requires local features analysis, we develop our algo-
rithms using handcrafted local feature-based representation. We also present a
new Feature Repetitiveness Similarity (FRS) metric which quantize the repetitive
and unique features independently and match them separately. The FRS met-
ric makes use of information in repetitive patterns to enhance the search while
avoiding the visual burstiness issue. Experiments conducted on three benchmark
datasets namely, Oxford, Paris and Inria Holidays datasets show the effectiveness
of the proposed methods.

The second application studies feature representation methods for fashion im-
ages using deep learning. We collect a new fashion dataset, NTUBrandFashion
(NBF) dataset, with 10K fashion images which are richly annotated with essential
elements of fashion: categories, attributes, and brand. We propose a new brand-
aware fashion search (BAFS) which takes user brand preference into account. This
search method uses a deep feature encoding which leverages on hierarchies of CNN
activations to extract rich visual representation from clothing images. The brand-
aware re-ranking in BAFS framework further improve the search performance.
We also propose a new Attribute-Supervised Metric Learning (ASML) method to
learn discriminative embedding from clothing images. This deep metric learning
based method incorporates image attribute information to supervise the triplet
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Page : iv Abstract

network training. This serves two purposes: (i) mining of informative triplets and
(ii) treating the triplets in a soft-manner based on their importance, which helps
in capturing similarity at different levels. Experiments conducted on NBF and
DeepFashion datasets show the effectiveness of the proposed method.

The third work studies methods for fashion trend analysis and popularity predic-
tion based on visual analysis of clothing images. We develop visual representation
methods for fashion images while capturing their trend information to predict
their popularity in terms of clickrates. We propose an image-based model and a
sequence-based model using deep networks to predict the clickrate of the fashion
items. The image-based model uses CNN network to predict the clothing popular-
ity. The sequence-based method uses time-sequence of clothing images which uses
CNNs to extract visual features and RNN to model the trend information. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work to explore visual information for fash-
ion forecasting of individual items. Experiments conducted on a dataset obtained
from an online fashion company show promising results for fashion forecasting
which outperform the recent comparative method.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Objectives

Recent advancements in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and computer vision have en-
abled machines to perform vision-related tasks such as recognition, retrieval, and
search. Visual representation is the key step in such tasks. This thesis studies
and develops techniques for visual representation and feature learning for visual
search and related applications.

The basic idea of visual representation is to encode the visual information in
mathematical numbers or representation. Based on this idea, an image can be
represented using statistical models of the pixel values. This global representa-
tions of images encode the whole image. However, they are not robust to occlu-
sions, viewpoint variations, and local deformations. To handle this, handcrafted
local features have been developed for image representation. Local features such
as Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [13], Speeded-Up Robust Features
(SURF) [14] etc. are repeatable, robust to different deformations and illumination
changes, and invariant to scale and orientation changes. Such local feature-based
representation has been successfully used in image classification [15, 16], object
detection [17, 18], retrieval and search [15, 19, 20]. The main advantage of local
feature representation is that they do not require huge data and complex train-
ing strategies. More importantly, they can effectively represent local geometric
information in images such as orientations and scales of the features.

While useful, the handcrafted features only extract image features based on fixed
hand-engineered filters. For example, SIFT encodes features based on gradients

1
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of the gray-scale images. Such handcrafted feature extractors have limited visual
representation capability. In constrast, deep learning features learned using a
large number of learnable filters have been shown to extract a wide range of
representative and effective features for various tasks. In particular, using a large
amount of data, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have outperformed the
traditional local features based methods and demonstrated strong performance in
vision-related tasks [21–25]. Nevertheless, deep learning methods generally require
significant data and computational power during training. Further, they still
experience limitations in certain issues such as inadequate handling of geometric
consistency when performing image matching.

In view of this, this thesis will study both handcrafted methods as well as deep
learning methods for two selected domains, namely, visual landmark search, and
visual fashion search and applications.

Chapter 3 develops algorithms for visual landmark search which is a challenging
problem in instance object recognition as it involves 3-D objects under different
imaging conditions such as viewpoint and scale variation, occlusion, background
clutters, etc. Most importantly, such application encounters the issue of repetitive
features (e.g. windows, tiles, pillar, etc.) that poses additional difficulty (visual
burstiness) in landmark recognition. We develop the visual search framework to
tackle the burstiness issues due to repetitive patterns. As the problem requires
low-level feature analysis and geometric information of the features to detect the
repetitive patterns, we tackle the problem using handcrafted local features. We
develop local-feature based image representations for visual landmark search which
are robust to the presence of repetitive pattern in images.

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 develop deep learning based feature representation for
visual fashion clothing search and forecasting respectively. Both chapters deal
with visual fashion domain and develop image feature representations for fashion
clothing images. Fashion clothing analysis is an emerging research problem with
huge commercial opportunities. Fashion analysis is a challenging domain as cloth-
ing is deformable, contains multiple attributes, and experiences various imaging
conditions such as pose change, background clutters, etc.

In particular, Chapter 4 deals with visual fashion search. We study various fea-
tures representation methods such as deep feature encoding from convolutional
networks, deep metric learning to extract discriminative image embeddings from
fashion images. Such representations are used for retrieving visually similar im-

Nanyang Technological University Singapore
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ages to perform fashion search which have wide range of application in e-commerce
and online shopping [26, 27] in various commercial platforms like eBay, Amazon,
Taobao etc.

In Chapter 5 studies image representation methods for fashion images in visual
fashion forecasting application. Similar to Chapter 4, we use deep networks such
as convolutional networks to learn the features, and use them for predicting the
popularity of fashion item in terms of clickrates. We study various methods of
image representation: image-based, sequence-based, and latent-topic style repre-
sentations. Different from the feature representation for fashion search in Chapter
4 which is independent of time, fashion forecasting deals with time-variant feature
representation and takes the sales events into account. Nevertheless both ap-
plications aim to learn discriminative feature representation for fashion clothing
images.

In the following, we explain the research problems studied in this thesis and clearly
state our objectives.

• In the first work, we investigate the effect of repetitive patterns in visual
search. Repetitive patterns provide a pleasing aesthetic to images and are
ubiquitous in images from natural scenes as well as man-made structures
(e.g. window facades, tiles, pillars etc). However, the repetitive patterns
negatively affect the visual search performance. They tend to overwhelm
the non-repeated features which cause visual burstiness issue [8], one of the
major challenges in visual search. Thus, we aim to develop an effective im-
age representation which is robust against the adverse effect of repetitive
patterns. Previous works [8, 9, 28] directly downweight the contribution of
repetitive features and only coarsely estimate repetitive patterns [9, 29] to
handle the burstiness issue. As opposed to this, we aim to detect robust
repetitive patterns in images and propose an image representation scheme
which better handles the burstiness issue in visual search. Further, we will
study the usefulness of the repetitive patterns for image matching. As repet-
itive pattern detection is an early-vision problem which requires low-level
processing and local geometry analysis, we will use handcrafted local fea-
tures to develop the algorithms. We will study them in landmark search
applications where visual burstiness is a critical issue.

• In the second work, we study the methods of image representation and fea-
ture learning for visual search using recent deep learning techniques. We
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apply the developed algorithms in visual fashion search which is a fascinat-
ing but challenging problem in computer vision. Fashion demonstrate diverse
visual concepts with their designs, attributes, styles, and brands. The visual
representation of a fashion image thus should capture the essential fashion
concepts. We will first construct a new fashion dataset which captures the
essential elements of fashion such as category, attribute, and brand. In terms
of deep image representation, the existing methods are broadly categorized
into two categories: (i) deep features encoding and (ii) deep metric learning.
Previous deep features encoding [30–36] used features extracted from differ-
ent CNN layers, but they do not exploit the hierarchy of information from
different CNN layers. In view of this, we aim to develop a new deep encod-
ing method which leverages on both low-level and high-level abstractions to
extract rich features required for the search. On the other hand, existing
deep metric learning based methods [10, 11, 37–40] learn embeddings in an
end-to-end manner using a ranking loss (e.g. triplet loss). However, these
methods treat all the training samples with equal importance which restrict
learning the visual similarity at multiple granularities. Hence, we aim to
develop a deep metric learning that captures image similarities at various
granularities which is essential for fashion search and recommendation.

• The third work studies and develops the time-variant visual representation
and apply it for the fashion popularity prediction. The main aim here is
to learn the representation which captures the visual information of fashion
images along with their trend (time) information. The fashion popularity
prediction can assist fashion designers and companies to create new apparels,
and manage their production and inventories. Hence, it has immense prac-
tical usefulness and commercial values. However, the problem is relatively
new in computer vision and hence is not well studied. Recent work [41] rep-
resented fashion images by latent style representations and used traditional
time series model for style forecasting. However, the method only predicts
the popularity of a limited number of styles rather than individual items.
In view of this, we aim to develop fashion popularity prediction models for
individual item forecasting using deep convolutional and recurrent networks.
We will develop an end-to-end trainable model for fashion forecasting, which
jointly deals with visual information and time-series modeling, and predict
the popularity.
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1.2 Main Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are highlighted below:

(i) We propose a novel Lattice-Support Repetitive Local Feature (LS-RLF) de-
tection method [1] to tackle the burstiness issue in visual search. The meth-
ods detects repetitive patterns in images, estimate the underlying lattice
structure, and recover the missing repetitive feature using Hough transform-
based interpolation. We present an LS-RLF based image representation for
subsequent visual image search. We also propose a Feature Repetitiveness
Similarity (FRS) metric to tackle the overwhelming false matches on repeti-
tive patterns. FRS metric matches repetitive and unique features separately.
The FRS metric uses information from repetitive patterns to enhance the
search performance while handling the burstiness issue. We demonstrate
that repetitive features are not a nuisance but can be used to complement the
unique features for visual search. Experiments conducted on three bench-
mark datasets in landmark search show the effectiveness of the proposed
method.

(ii) We collect a new NTUBrandFashion (NBF) dataset with rich annotations at
different granularities such as brand, category, and attributes. The dataset
captures essential visual concepts in fashion. We propose a brand-aware
fashion search framework (BAFS) to demonstrate the importance of brand
information in fashion search. The framework uses a deep feature encod-
ing method to capture both low-level local information and high-level global
abstractions from images. More importantly, we propose a new Attribute
Supervised Metric Learning (ASML) to learn discriminative embeddings for
fashion images. The proposed ASML method supervises the metric learning
using attribute prediction information in a multitask network. The supervi-
sion guides two important aspects of metric learning: (i) selecting informa-
tive training samples, and (ii) treating the training samples based on their
importance which helps to capture similarity at multiple granularities. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ASML method using two fash-
ion datasets, namely NTUBrandFashion dataset and DeepFashion dataset

(iii) We propose an image-based model (Im2CR) and a sequence-based model
(Seq2CR) for fashion popularity prediction in terms of clickrates. The meth-
ods are end-to-end trainable and explore the visual information in fashion
images using deep networks. We also present an extension to the recent
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model in [41] to enable individual item forecasting. Experiments performed
on the dataset obtained from an online fashion company demonstrated that
both of the proposed methods outperform other comparative methods. Over-
all, we achieve promising results in fashion forecasting which can be useful
for fashion companies to manage their sales and product inventories.

1.3 Organization

The organization for the rest of the thesis is given as follows.

In Chapter 2, we will provide a literature review and related backgrounds. We
will introduce important terms and concepts in image feature representation. We
will first present the methods of image representation using handcrafted features.
Next, we will introduce deep learning and CNN, and explain feature representation
and learning methods.

In Chapter 3, we will introduce Lattice-Support Local Repetitive Feature De-
tection (LS-RLF) algorithm for repetitive pattern detection. We will present a
qualitative analysis of the detection algorithm. Next, we present an LS-RLF based
image retrieval model to alleviate the visual burstiness issue. We also present a
new Feature Repetitiveness Similarity (FRS) metric that first treats unique and
repetitive features separately, and then use information in repetitive features to
complement unique features to enhance the search performance.

In Chapter 4, we will introduce a new dataset for visual fashion search known as
NTUBrandFashion. We will describe the key features of the dataset, the dataset
collection and annotation procedure. We will then present the brand-aware visual
search (BAFS) and show the importance of brand for fashion search and usefulness
of the constructed dataset. The framework uses a new feature encoding method for
visual search. Next, we will present a new Attribute-Supervised Metric Learning
(ASML) method for learning image embedding. We will introduce a new archi-
tecture for supervising the metric learning based on attribute information using
a multitask framework. We will explain the significance of providing supervision
in training sample selection and learning similarity space at multiple granularities
in visual fashion search. We will demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
methods using two fashion datasets.

In Chapter 5, we introduce a challenging problem of visual fashion forecasting
which has great practical usefulness. We present models for learning time-variant
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feature representation for visual fashion popularity prediction. We study the prob-
lem of fashion popularity in terms of clickrate prediction. We will present an
image-based model and a sequence based model for the clickrate prediction. We
conduct experiments on a real-world dataset obtained from an online fashion com-
pany and present promising results for fashion forecasting which outperforms the
existing comparative method.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we conclude the thesis and recommend future research
directions.
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Chapter 2

Background and Literature
Review

The last two decades have witnessed dramatic developments in artificial intelli-
gence, visual analysis, and information retrieval. There has been a huge paradigm
shift in the techniques of visual analysis, from handcrafted feature representation
to deep feature representation. The availability of big data, hardware computing
resources like Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and advancement in learning al-
gorithms are the keys to the recent success of deep learning. Nevertheless, both
handcrafted features and deep learning features have their own pros and cons. In
this chapter, we will review the techniques of visual feature representation and
learning using both handcrafted and deep learning methods.

This chapter is organized into two main sections. The first section reviews the
techniques of visual representation using handcrafted features and its application
for image retrieval. We provide a brief overview of local features, visual vocabulary,
term weighting, and similarity metrics used in handcrafted feature-based visual
search frameworks. In the next section, we explain deep learning and its use in
visual representation and related applications. We provide a brief review of related
works on image retrieval centered on deep learning. We will describe deep feature
encoding and deep metric learning methods used in image representation.

9
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2.1 Visual Representation using Handcrafted Fea-
tures

The basic idea of visual representation using the handcrafted features is to encode
the visual information into discrete representations and use them to compare the
image similarities. Local features are often designed to be robust to occlusion,
viewpoint variations, local deformations and photometric change. Once discrim-
inative local features are extracted from images, various techniques/models such
as Bag-of-Words (BoW), feature quantization, inverted indexing, geometric veri-
fication are applied to carry out the visual search.

2.1.1 Handcrafted Local Features

The first step in handcrafted feature-based visual search is to extract a collection
of salient interest points or regions from images and encode them as local feature
descriptors. Ideally, the extracted features should be repeatable, precise and dis-
tinctive such that image matching can be achieved effectively in the next step.
Local feature extraction consists of two major steps, namely keypoint detection
and extraction of feature descriptors.

Keypoints are interest points in images which carries useful information about
the image contents. The keypoint detector can be corner, blob and region de-
tectors. Harris detector [42] and SUSAN detector [43] are examples of corner
detectors. Hessian detector [44], Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG) [45], Difference-of-
Gaussian (DoG) [13], and Speeded Up Robust Feature (SURF) [14] are the blob
detectors. Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [46] is an example of
region detectors.

Most of these feature detectors involve computation of derivatives on a large num-
ber of keypoints in images. In order to achieve the computational efficiency, DoG
detector in SIFT [13] and SURF [14] have been developed. A detailed comparison
of various keypoint detectors has been analyzed and discussed in [47]. SIFT is
shown to achieve better performance under different imaging conditions [47].

Once the interest points or keypoints are detected, they are represented by descrip-
tors which describe the image patch surrounding keypoints. Ideally, descriptors
should be rotation-invariant, scale-invariant and robust to affine distortion and il-
lumination changes. In literature, several descriptors have been proposed such as
SIFT descriptor [13], Gradient Location and Orientation Histogram (GLOH) [48],
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SURF [14], and Compressed Histogram of Gradients (CHoGs) [49]. The perfor-
mance comparison of various descriptors in [48] showed that SIFT descriptors
performed the best.

Although local features extracted from images provide a good representation of
visual content, the process of feature matching is tedious and time-consuming.
Therefore, Bag-of-Words (BoW) model is typically used for effective and efficient
image matching based on local features. It is described in the following section.

2.1.2 Bag-of-Words (BoW) Model

The Bag-of-Words (BoW) model [16,19,20] has been popular in visual search ap-
plications in computer vision. The BoW model describes local features as discrete
visual words, and an image as a histogram of visual words. Similarities between
images are effectively computed using a similarity or distance metric between the
BoW image histograms.

Figure 2.1: Key steps in BoW representation [5]

The BoWmodel involves the following steps: (i) detection of keypoints/interest re-
gions, (ii) local features extraction, (iii) descriptors quantization into visual words
to form the visual vocabulary and (iv) BoW representation i.e. finding the number
of occurrences of each visual word found in an image (or forming a histogram of
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word frequencies). Fig. 2.1 illustrates the main steps involved in BoW image rep-
resentation model. The BoW image representations are compared using similarity
metrics to obtain a rank list of similar images. The main steps in the BoW model
are further elaborated in the following subsections.

A.Visual Vocabulary (VV) Generation
A codebook or visual vocabulary is generated for feature quantization in BoW
representation. Generally, the vocabulary is obtained by performing K-means
clustering on a large number of local features extracted from images. The visual
vocabulary is used to quantize image features so that an image can be represented
as a histogram of visual words.

Although the procedure is simple, the K-means algorithm becomes computation-
ally expensive in a large corpus of features and a large value ofK [20]. As a solution
to this, the authors in [19] and [50] proposed Approximate K-Means (AKM) and
Hierarchical K-Means (HKM) to obtain scalable vocabularies.

The Approximate K-means (AKM) [19] extends flat K-means by adopting approx-
imate nearest neighbor search. As opposed to naive k-means where a significant
amount of time is spent on searching the exact Nearest Neighbors (NN), AKM
uses randomized k-d trees [51] to approximate the nearest neighbors. This signifi-
cantly reduces the computational complexity and accelerate the visual vocabulary
construction.

Similarly, the HKM [50] used a tree-structured feature quantization called scalable
vocabulary tree (SVT). The main idea is to first apply K-means to the entire
feature space and then recursively use K-means in the sub-space to obtain the
finer partitions. Image features are quantized hierarchically through out the tree
to reach the leaf nodes, which are treated as visual words. Compared to AKM,
HKM has been shown to be efficient in constructing large vocabularies [50].

B. Inverted Indexing
The use of visual vocabulary offers an effective way to improve the search efficiency
with the use of inverted index [52]. Each visual word stores ids of the images that
contain the particular visual words. Hence, during the query stage, only visual
word indexes that are present in the query image are checked. In practice, inverted
indexing helps to save both computational time and memory usage.

C. Feature Assignment Strategies
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In the BoW model, features are quantized and typically assigned to the nearest
visual word in the vocabulary [19,20,50], which is referred to as a hard assignment.
To improve the performance and reduce the impact in quantization loss, the au-
thor in [53, 54] proposed to use soft-assignment (SA) scheme, where a feature is
assigned to few nearest visual words. In [53], a geometrically decreasing factor for
k nearest visual words is proposed. Similarly, a descriptor-space soft assignment
is proposed in [54], where features are assigned based on their distance to visual
words. Another variant called multiple assignment (MA) is proposed in [55], where
the descriptors are assigned to the k nearest visual words with equal weighting.

D. Term Weighting in BoW Representation
The BoW term weighting strategy is inspired from the standard term frequency-
inverse document frequency (tf -idf) [56] in text retrieval. The popular (tf -idf)
consists of two major factors: the local term frequency and global inverse document
frequency. For a database with N images, the weight of the term wij for the visual
word vi in the database image Dj is given by,

wij = tfij
tfj

log N
Ni

(2.1)

where tfij is the total number of visual word vi in the database image Dj and Ni

is the total number of images in the database containing visual word vi. The term
tfij
tfj

indicates the visual word frequency and log N
Ni

indicates the inverse document
frequency.

E. Similarity Metrics
The BoW vectors for image representation are compared using distance metrics
or similarity metrics. Generally, the vectors are first normalized. For a general
Minkowski distance, the normalization factor related to Lk distance is given by
(2.2),

nj = 1
‖Dj‖k

= 1
(∑z

i=1 w
k
ij)

1
k

(2.2)

where, Dj = (w1j, w1j, · · · , wzj) is the BoW vector representation. The standard
L1 and L2 correspond to k = 1 and 2 respectively in equation (2.2). A general
expression for the Minkowski distance between two vectors x and y is given by,

dlk(x,y) =
(

n∑
i=1
|xi − yi|k

) 1
k

,∀x, y ∈ R (2.3)
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Table 2.1: Similarity metrics and formulas
Metrics Formulas
Dot Product dot(x,y) = ∑

i xiyi
Histogram Intersection HI(x,y) = ∑

i min(xi, yi)
Cosine Similarity cos(x,y) = 1

‖x‖2‖y‖2

∑
i xiyi

Bhattacharya’s Coefficient ρbhatt(x,y) = 1√
‖x‖1‖y‖1

∑
i
√
xiyi

Chi-square Distance χ2(x,y) = ∑
i

(xi−yi)2

xi+yi

Besides, the L1 and L2 distance, various similarity metrics have been proposed and
they are summarized in Table 2.1. In literature, the histogram intersection kernel
and cosine similarity are widely used. The cosine similarity gives the similarity
between images depending on the scalar product of L2-normalized BoW vectors.
The histogram intersection kernel, on the other hand, encodes the number of
common bins in the BoW vectors.

F. Post-processing Strategies
The BoW model does not consider the spatial geometric information of the visual
words. To perform geometric consistency check, methods such as RANSAC [57]
and Generalized Hough Transform (GHT) [58] are used as post-processing steps.
Spatial re-ranking [19, 20, 54] have shown to significantly improve the retrieval
performance.

Another post-processing strategy is Query Expansion (QE) which is a form of
relevance feedback and a technique used to enhance the retrieval performance
in text retrieval [59]. Average Query Expansion (AQE) [60] used average tf-idf
vectors of top-k retrieved images to refine the query. In [61], the authors im-
proved the AQE by avoiding confusing features and learning the relevant spatial
context. [62] proposes a method for fast formation of query expansion set using
Hamming Embedding (HE) [63] while avoiding the computationally expensive ge-
ometric verification. The use of linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) to learn a
discriminative weight vector for re-query has also been studied in [64].

2.2 Deep Learning-Based Visual Representation

In this section, we will present a review on deep learning based visual feature
representation and learning approaches. The main advantage of deep learning
features over handcrafted features is that deep features have a huge modeling
capacity powered by a large number of learnable filter banks in the network. More
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importantly, as the features are learnable, they show good performance over a
wide range of domains and tasks. Successful training of such deep networks with
large parameters has been possible due to the availability of big data and huge
computing resources. As a result, there is a huge paradigm shift in visual feature
representation and learning in recent year from hand-engineered visual features
to end-to-end feature learning using deep learning. In this section, we will review
feature encoding and metric learning using deep networks.

2.2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

Deep learning [65] is a branch of machine learning which is typically characterized
by multiple layers of computational units (e.g. neural networks). The layers
learn multiple representations at different levels of abstractions in a supervised or
unsupervised manner. Recently, deep learning has shown good performance on
various tasks. Besides visual analytics, it has demonstrated strong performance
in audio processing, signal processing, etc.

There exists a range of deep models such as convolutional neural networks (CNN)
[6,66], deep stacked auto-encoder, deep belief networks, deep Boltzmann machine.
Among these, CNN is well suited for image data and has been widely used in
visual analytics applications. The convolution operations in CNN can extract the
information from highly correlated spatial image data. The deep architectures
with such convolutional layers have achieved state-of-the-art performances in vi-
sion tasks such as image classification [6, 67, 68], object detection [23, 69], image
segmentation [70], retrieval tasks [30,31], etc.

Many architectures for CNNs have been proposed recently to better learn the
image features and improve the performance. One of the seminal works in CNN
framework, LeNet-5 was presented by LeCun et al. in 1990, which was used for
handwritten digit recognition. This network was trained using backpropagation
algorithm [71]. However, this network does not achieve good performance on large-
scale complex datasets. In 2012, Krizhevsky et al. [6] proposed Alexnet with deeper
architecture than LeNet-5. It achieved state-of-the-art performance for image
classification in ImageNet Challenge in 2012. With this success, many deeper
CNN architectures have been proposed to improve the performance. Some of the
notable architectures are ZFNet [72], VGGNet [24], GoogleNet [73], ResNet [67]
and DenseNet [68]. It is observed that the trend of network design moved towards
deeper architecture. For example, ResNet is about 8 times deeper than VGGNet
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Figure 2.2: Alexnet architecture showing convolution, pooling, and fully connected
layers. Image from [6].

and about 20 times deeper than Alexnet. Nevertheless, the basic components of
all these CNN architectures are very similar. We will describe the basic CNN
architecture in the following sections.

A typical CNN consists of three basic components namely, convolutional, pooling
and fully connected (FC) layers. Figure 2.2 shows a typical Alexnet architecture.

A. Convolutional layers
The convolution layers in CNN learns different hierarchies of features from raw im-
age data. Each convolutional layer has several convolution filters, which compute
different feature maps for a given input image. A neuron in a feature map is linked
to neighborhood pixels in the earlier layer, which is known as the receptive field of
the filter. The output feature map is then passed through a non-linear activation
function. These convolutional layers are used in cascade to form multiple layers.

Alexnet shown in Fig. 2.2 has 5 convolutional layers and accepts images of size
224 × 224 × 3. It uses the filters with receptive fields of 11 × 11, 5 × 5, and
3× 3. Studies have shown that earlier layers of CNN capture the low-level visual
information such as lines, contours etc., while the later layers effectively capture
higher semantic information like object or parts of the objects [72].

B. Non-Linear Activation
Generally, the output of the convolutional layers or fully connected layers are fed
to an activation function to introduce the non-linearity in the network. Sigmoid,
Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) [74] and tanh are widely used activation functions.
ReLU has been popular as it is a simple operation and has shown good performance
in various tasks. Several advances have been proposed to improve ReLU such as
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Leaky ReLU (LReLU) [75], Parametric ReLU (PReLU) [76], Exponential Linear
Unit (ELU) [77].

C. Pooling Layers
The pooling layers reduce the size of the feature maps. These layers try to intro-
duce translation-invariance and provide robustness against distortions. Usually,
pooling layers are placed between the convolutional layers to down-sample the
feature map for subsequent layers. Some typical pooling operations are average
pooling and max pooling.

D. Fully Connected (FC) Layers
Fully-connected layers are stacked after several layers of convolution and pooling.
They provide a higher abstraction of images and are used for the final prediction
[24,72]. The neurons in the fully connected layers are connected to all the neurons
of the previous layers. Hence, a large portion of weight parameters is concentrated
in the FC layers in most of the CNN architectures. The final output of FC layers is
fed to an output layer. For example, a classification network would use a softmax
layer as the final output layer. A proper loss function is chosen according to the
nature of the task. Some of the popular loss functions are softmax loss, hinge
loss etc. The weights of CNNs are trained to obtain the global optimum using
techniques such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD).

2.2.2 Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent neural network (RNN) [78] is a type of neural networks for processing
sequential/time-series data x(1), · · · ,x(τ) where the outputs are function of inputs
as well as previous states of the network. RNNs are characterized by internal state
that allows to propagate information across time. The same update rule is applied
to inputs in each time step. Most of RNNs models are able to process sequences
of variable lengths.

Fig. 2.3 shows a typical RNN structure. The left figure shows the circuit diagram
where the black square indicates an interaction between the state at time t and
the state at time t+ 1. The right figure shows the unfolded computational graph
of the RNN that runs till the length of the sequence. The hidden state works as
the memory of the network and can be represented as

h(t) = f(h(t−1),x(t); θ).
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Figure 2.3: A typical recurrent neural network and its unfolded version. The
current hidden state is function of the current external input and the previous
hidden state.

Figure 2.4: A typical LSTM cell with cell state (Ct−1), hidden state (ht), forget
gate (ft), input gate (it), output gate (ot). The hidden state and cell state in
the next time-step are determined using interaction among these gates. Figure
adapted from [7]

.

Generally, the hidden states are initialized with zeros. In [79], it is shown that
the initialization of hidden states with small non-zero number could achieve better
performance and stability of the network.

Theoretically, RNNs are able to capture long-term dependencies in data to learn
the information in sequences. However, in practice, they suffer from vanishing
gradient or exploding gradient problem due to very long chain of recurrent layers.
In order to handle these issues, Hochreiter & Schmidhuber in 1997 proposed Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks [80]. LSTMs can explicitly handle long
term dependencies and can remember information for very long periods of time.
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LSTM replaces the traditional repeating modules of hidden units such as "tanh"
or "sigmoid" by memory cells which controls inputs and outputs using its special
gates. Thus, LSTMs are special types of RNNs where the repeating modules are
these special LSTM memory cells. Fig. 2.4 shows an LSTM cell structure and
presents a computational diagram of signal flows in its gates. The cell state Ct
acts like highway for information flow across the time. The forget gate, input gate
and cell gate take previous hidden state and input and produces the outputs ft, gt
& C̃t respectively. Using these outputs, the current cell state is then updated
following Ct = ft�Ct−1 + it�gt. The output of output gate and current cell state
then produces the hidden state at current time step. The LSTM networks have
shown to achieve remarkable results in wide range of applications such as language
modeling [81], image captioning [82, 83], speech recognition [84, 85], forecasting
[86–88].

Another variant of RNN called Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) has been proposed
in [89]. Similar to LSTMs, GRUs are designed to tackle the issues of vanishing
and exploding gradients problems in RNNs and have gating units as in LSTMs.
However, GRU merges the cell state and hidden state, and also combines forget
gate and input gate into a single update gate. Hence, the architecture of GRU cell
is simpler than LSTM cell. Detailed survey on RNNs and its variants has been
carried out in [90,91].

2.2.3 Generative Adversarial Networks

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [92] are a class of neural networks which
aims to learn a target data distribution in an unsupervised manner. GAN is
initially proposed by Ian Goodfellow in 2014. Once trained, GANs can be used
to generate artificial data (e.g. images) which follow the same distribution as the
real training data.

A typical block diagram of GAN is show in Fig. 2.5. It consists of two distinct
networks namely a generator network (G) and a discriminator network (D). The
generator and discriminator networks can be standard multilayer perceptrons or
CNN networks. The generator network takes some input (random noise) and
outputs a ’fake’ images which look likes real images. The discriminator network
takes a image input and outputs whether the input is a fake image generated by
the generator network or a real image from training data. The idea is to train both
networks simultaneously where the generator tries to generate better images such
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Figure 2.5: Block diagram of a typical Generative Adversarial Network (GAN).

that the discriminator network can not detect it as fake, while the discriminator
network constantly tries to become a better detective to correctly classify the real
and fake images. This adversarial training leads to an equilibrium state where the
generator produces images from training data distribution and the discriminator
is 50% confident that the generator output is real or fake.

GANs are used for generating artificial images including high resolution images in
[93–95]. In recent years, GANs have been widely adopted for various applications
such as image-to-image translation for domain transfer [96–98], generating images
from text [99,100], emoji generation and anime character creation [101,102], image
super-resolution [103], speech recognition [104].

2.2.4 Deep Feature Encoding and Deep Metric Learning

Discriminative feature representation is crucial in visual search and retrieval. In
this section, we will discuss methods of feature representation and learning for
visual search using deep learning. Broadly, they can be classified into two types;
(i) deep features encoding, and (ii) deep metric learning. The former deals with
feature encoding from different layers of CNN. The latter refers to an end-to-end
approach to learn feature embedding space for image representation. The following
sections will describe these two types of visual feature representations.

A. Feature Encoding using CNN
In this section, we will describe various methods to extract and encode features
from various layers of a CNN network. The features can be extracted using the
activations in the convolutional layers or from the fully-connected layers. CNNs
trained for large-scale visual tasks such as Imagenet classification have shown to
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capture generic visual features which can be adapted to various tasks [31, 105].
Razavian et al. in [31] demonstrated that off-the-shelf features from a CNN per-
form well in a wide range of visual recognition tasks including classification, scene
recognition, fine-grained recognition, attribute detection and image retrieval. In-
spired by this, several studies on CNN feature extraction [33–36] have been carried
out. A good study of CNN feature representation and its related factors for visual
recognition is presented in [33].

Several works have tried to extract CNN features from multiple image scales. The
multi-scale orderless pooling [106] extracted features from the fully-connected layer
using different image scales. Similarly, [36] divided the image into several square
patches, and CNN features are extracted from them. In the similar spirit, Regional
Maximum Activation of Convolutions (RMAC) [35] proposed to pool (max-pooling
operation) the CNN activations from several square patches from images.

Researchers have also tried to treat the convolutional features as local features.
The works in [107] and [34] used 3D activations in CNN and treated the vectors
in the filter dimension in each spatial location as a local feature. Following this,
images were encoded using the BoW model and VLAD descriptor respectively.
Patch-CKN descriptors proposed in [108] used local feature detector, followed
by patch encoding using convolutional descriptors. The work in [109] and [110]
exploited object proposals based models for visual instance search. However,
these methods are expensive as they can be a large number of proposals/interest
points/square sub-patches from a single image. Moreover, such features extracted
from CNN activations and fully-connected layers may not be discriminative for
visual search. In the following, we will explain methods to learn discriminative
features with deep metric learning.

B. Deep Metric Learning
The aim of deep metric learning is to extract meaningful embedding from images.
The embedding should be such that visually similar images in image space should
lie closer in the features space and vice-versa. In the early years, Bromley et
al. [111] used deep Siamese networks with the contrastive loss for signature verifi-
cation, which was extended to face verification [112] and dimension reduction [113].
Weinberger and Saul [114] used Large-Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) metric
learning for classification problems. These methods use contrastive loss, which
minimizes the distance between the pair of the same class and keeps the nega-
tive pairs at a distance greater than a margin. Recently, the contrastive loss has
been used for learning product similarity [115], matching user photo with online
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products [116], face verification [117] etc.

Though successful, the contrastive loss imposes a constant margin and requires
hard binary labels on similarities of training pairs, which may not be available
in many practical cases. Different from this, the triplet constraint [118] requires
relative similarities between images which is easier to estimate. Given a triplet
{xa, xp, xn} consisting of an anchor image, a positive image and a negative image
with corresponding embeddings {f(xa), f(xp), f(xn)}, the triplet loss is given by

Ltri(θ) =
[
‖fθ(xa)− fθ(xp)‖2

2 − ‖fθ(xa)− fθ(xn)‖2
2 +m

]
+
, (2.4)

where [z]+ = max(0, z) is the hinge loss, m is the margin parameter and θ

represents network parameters. This objective function pulls the similar data
pairs {xa, xp} closer in the feature space while pushing the dissimilar images
{xa, xn} apart. The triplet network has been widely used for various tasks such as
FaceNet [37] for face recognition and verification, person re-identification [38,119],
fine-grained classification [120], image ranking [40], fashion search [10,11,26], etc.

Training with the triplet loss has been shown to be difficult as it requires min-
ing of good (informative) training samples. Recently, several works have explored
techniques for mining triplets for efficient learning. Song et al. [121] proposed
lifted-structure feature embedding to take full advantage of examples in a batch,
where all the positive and negative samples are mined to form the training triplets.
In [37], the authors proposed semi-hard negative mining, where the negative train-
ing samples must lie inside a margin. In [122], the authors proposed in-triplet
negative mining, where the positive and anchor are swapped to ensure the largest
possible loss for the given triplet. Hermans et al. [123] recently proposed batch-
hard training where all the possible triplets are mined and only hard examples are
considered to compute the loss batch-wise rather than triplet-wise. This organi-
zation modification is only applicable when the exact same instance (for example,
person ID) annotations are readily available. In many applications, such as im-
age ranking [40], fashion search [26], the exact positive-pair annotation may not
be available. For such cases, a reliable triplet selection is necessary. The work
in [40] and [26] used additional features and manual verification for triplet selec-
tion, which is very costly.

Rather than training with a metric loss alone, simultaneous optimization of metric
learning with auxiliary tasks in a multitask fashion has been developed. In [124]
and [125], a combined contrastive loss and softmax loss is used for face identi-
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fication and verification. Triplet loss and softmax loss have been used for face
recognition [37] and fine-grained object recognition [126]. Lin et al. in [127] and
Khamis et al. in [128] used attribute information and triplet loss respectively for
person re-identification. Siamese network with the integration of semantic at-
tributes has been used in [129] for street-to-shop clothing search. Liu et al. [11]
proposed to jointly optimize classification, attribute predictions and triplet loss for
fashion search. Most of these works use a weighted combination of multiple losses
to update the network. Although the simultaneous optimization with multiple
objectives has shown to learn better feature embedding, they lack the interactions
among the multiple tasks.
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Chapter 3

Visual Search with Repetitive
Patterns in Landmark
Recognition

3.1 Introduction

Repetitive patterns provide pleasing aesthetic to images, and are commonly en-
countered in images from natural scenes to man-made structures (see Figure 3.1).
For example, in the city landscape, images often contain repetitive structures such
as building facades, windows, tiles, etc. These repetitive patterns, however, cre-
ates negative impacts on the performance of visual search and recognition. These
repeated elements tend to be highly similar and are likely to be quantized to the
same visual word. Thus, the repetitive patterns cause visual burstiness issue [8,9],
one of the major challenges in visual search. In this chapter, we strive to achieve
effective image representation which is robust against the adverse effect of the
repetitive patterns in visual search.

The repetitive patterns pose significant challenges to image matching due to the
following observations:
(i) Violation of Feature Independence Assumption: The repeated patterns
in images violate the i.i.d. (independent and identically distribution) assumption
required by state-of-the-art algorithms in image matching, retrieval, and recon-
struction [8,130,131]. Hence, the presence of repetitive patterns results in inferior
retrieval performance of the algorithms.
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Figure 3.1: Sample images with different types of repetitive patterns in man-made
structures and natural sceneries.

Figure 3.2: Features that are quantized to the most frequent visual word for each
image causing visual burstiness [8].

(ii) Burstiness of Visual Words: Features from the same repetitive patterns
are likely to be quantized into the same visual words, thereby causing visual
words from these repeated patterns to overwhelm the non-repeated ones. This
phenomenon is known as visual burstiness [8]. Figure 3.2 shows local features
(hessian-affine) from repetitive elements which are quantized to the most bursty
visual words. Due to the presence of such features, there can be undesirable fea-
ture matching between images. For example, in Figure 3.3(a), visual words from
features in the right image match with a large number of repetitive features in the
left image. Thus, the similarity score is dominated by the large number repeated
features. This often leads to incorrect retrievals and degrades the performance of
the visual search.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Examples of visual word matchings from repetitive patterns. Sin-
gle visual word is matched to numerous features corresponding to the repetitive
patterns.

(iii) Ambiguity in Geometric Matching: The spatial geometric verification
of images are performed on the putative correspondences established during vi-
sual word matching. Hence, multiple matches of features from the same repetitive
patterns will cause ambiguity in determining the true correspondences during ge-
ometric verification.

To handle these challenges, detection of the repetitive patterns is required prior
to image matching. A number of repetitive pattern detection methods have been
studied in the literature. Leung et al. [132] used local patches to find similar
elements in the neighborhood. Park et al. [133] and Hays et al. [134] modeled
the repetitive patterns with deformed 2D lattice. They used normalized cross-
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correlation (NCC) on lattice template and vectors to find the dominant lattice
structure in the image. However, these lattice-based detection methods [132–134]
are not able to handle different types of repetitive patterns. Further, not all
the repeated patterns can be represented by quadrilateral lattice elements. Most
importantly, the detected lattice elements do not correspond to discriminative
features, thus cannot be used for visual search/recognition directly. In image re-
trieval, repetitive building facades have been studied in [135] by measuring the
similarity of motifs using NCC. Similarly, [136] employed a shift-invariant descrip-
tor for lattice representation. However, both [136] and [135] can only handle a
small dataset. This is because their methods do not produce discriminative fea-
tures that are scalable with respect to the dataset dimension.

For scalable retrieval, the study on the effect of repetitive patterns has been done
in [8,9,28]. Most of these methods try to down-weight the contribution of repeti-
tive patterns in image representation. Jegou et al. in [8] first studied the burstiness
phenomenon in images, where repetitive features vote multiple times for the same
image. The authors proposed to use different down-weighting functions including
log(·),

√
(·) etc. on the term frequency of the visual words. Similarly, a generalized

form of inverse document frequency called Lp-norm IDF [28] has been proposed
to control the overwhelming effect of large components in the BoW image repre-
sentation. The Lp-norm IDFs are negatively correlated with the term frequency
and hence the large term frequencies are penalized during visual word weight-
ing. Recently, Torii et al. proposed the ‘Repttile’method [9] to handle the visual
burstiness problem. The main idea is to detect the presence of repetitive patterns
and then use soft-assignment strategy adaptively. The authors also suggested to
directly truncate larger BoW histogram bins to reduce the impact of large terms
in BoW vector.

The existing methods, however, either do not exploit repetitive pattern detection
or only make a coarse estimation of repetitive patterns, thereby rendering only
a sub-optimal solution to the problem. In view of this, this chapter presents
a new Lattice-Support Repetitive Local Feature (LS-RLF) detection method to
accurately detect different types of repetitive patterns in images. The proposed
LS-RLF uses local feature and descriptor information that can be used directly
for visual image search. Further, it estimates the underlying lattice structure,
and extract missing features using Hough transform-based interpolation. The
detection information is subsequently used for LS-RLF based image representation
to handle the burstiness issue in visual search. In addition to this method, we will
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also present a new Feature Repetitiveness Similarity (FRS) metrics that leverage
on the repetitive patterns during similarity matching. The FRS metric handles
unique and repetitive features separately, and fused them at the scoring stage. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods in landmark search where
visual burstiness due to repetitive patterns is a critical issue.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We present our proposed LS-RLF
visual search framework in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we present a new similarity
metric which is based on the LS-RLF detection. Section 3.4 provides experimental
results using the proposed methods. Finally, Section 3.5 provides a summary of
the chapter.

3.2 Lattice-Support Repetitive Local Feature (LS-
RLF) Framework for Visual Search

In this section, we present Lattice-Support-Repetitive Local Features (LS-RLF)
based visual search framework. The main idea is to accurately detect the repetitive
patterns in images, and then use the detection information for image representa-
tion. The flowchart of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 3.4. Overall, it
consists of offline and online phases. In the offline phase, local features extracted
from the database images are used for vocabulary construction and repetitive fea-
ture detection. Along with detection information, feature saliency information
is incorporated to emphasize the foreground regions of interest and weaken the
burstiness of repeated patterns in the backgrounds. The LS-RLF image represen-
tation is computed and stored in an inverted file. During the online phase, query
images are passed through the same process as database images. The similarity
between the query and the database images are computed, and the system returns
the most similar images. The following sub-sections describe two main modules
of the proposed framework, namely, LS-RLF detection, and image representation
and retrieval.

3.2.1 Lattice-Support Repetitive Local Feature (LS-RLF)
Detection

The LS-RLF detection consists of three major steps which are explained as follows.

A. Repetitive Feature Detection and Clustering
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Figure 3.4: Overview of the proposed LS-RLF framework in visual search

Our studies from repetitive features indicate that they share many common at-
tributes and have a similar scale, orientation and descriptor vector. These geomet-
ric as well as descriptor information can be used to measure the pairwise similarity
between the features. In order to detect repetitive features and cluster them, we
propose a set of similarity constraints (ζ) on the feature attributes as below:

1. Cosine similarity of central patch descriptors (Φ ∈ [0, 1])
2. Difference angle in orientations (θ Radians)
3. Ratio of relative scales (ρ)
4. Spatial proximity (L2-distance) between features (∆)

Following extensive empirical evaluation, the following thresholds on the constraint
ζ are selected: Φ ≥ 0.9, |θ| ≤ 0.5, (1/1.3) ≤ ρ ≤ 1.3, ∆ ≤ 10 · scale.

We formulate repetitive feature detection using an undirected graph where each
feature represents a node in the graph. The edges are created if and only if the
similarity between 2 nodes satisfies the constraints on ζ. Figure 3.5 illustrates the
high-level idea of repetitive feature clustering. Figure 3.5(a) shows an image of
facades and extracted local features overlaid on it. First, we create the linkages
between similar features (as shown in Figure 3.5(b)) which satisfy the pairwise
similarity required by ζ. For clarity, only the connections between dominant fea-
tures are shown. By performing the connectivity analysis, features are clustered
into different groups as shown by different labels in Figure 3.5(c). It can be noted
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: Illustration of repetitive pattern detection and clustering. (a) Image
with overlaid detected features. (b) Image with dominant features (nodes) and
connections (edges) between them. (c) Connected features after analysis. Different
labels/symbols represent different repetitive feature types.

that there are a number of missing features which were not detected by well-known
feature detectors. We also aim to recover those features using the proposed feature
recovery technique described in the following section.

We use SIFT descriptors [13] to describe the local patches. As the descriptors from
repeated pattern often experience some variations, direct use of the SIFT descrip-
tors to measure the similarity between two repeated patches sometimes leads to
erroneous results. We propose to use the central 2 × 2 SIFT patches which cor-
respond to 2 × 2 × 8 = 32-dimensional feature descriptor. This is because the
conventional SIFT descriptors are typically computed over an area larger than
the scale of the detected keypoints. Hence, using the whole patch region for the
repetitive pattern detection may include unwanted information in the repetitive
features, especially for patterns that are closely spaced. Moreover, since the gradi-
ent information in the SIFT descriptors is Gaussian weighted with respect to the
central feature location, the information of the descriptor is already dominated by
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Algorithm 1 Repetitive Feature Detection and Clustering
Input: Feature frame F = (li, si, oi) and descriptor di
Output: Clusters C, each representing a type of pattern

1: Initialize Graph Gζ with . Disconnected Graph
Np vertices i.e. features
E : Edges, eij ∈ E := ∅

2: Extract central patch descriptor di
3: Normalize descriptors di := di

‖di‖ . L2 Normalization
4: for all features F do
5: Calculate constraint functions on ζ:

Φij = di · dj ; θij = oi − oj
ρij = si/sj ; ∆ij = ‖li − lj‖2

6: end for
7: for i = 1 : Np do
8: for j = 1 : Np do
9: if (Φij ≥ 0.9 & |θij | ≤ 0.5 & (1/1.3) ≤ ρij ≤ 1.3 & ∆ij ≤ 10 · (si + sj)) then

10: eij = eji := TRUE . Create Edge
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: Compute the connected components C of Gζ

the central regions. Our experimental studies show that the central patch is ro-
bust enough to determine the repetitive features when combined with other patch
information such as scale, orientation, and location. A further advantage of di-
rectly using the feature descriptors to measure similarity is that it is not prone to
quantization error. In addition, the use of orientation information in the proposed
LS-RLF method helps to discriminate among different patterns.

Formally, the graph is constructed by linking similar repetitive features with edges.
To capture the pairwise similarity, a binary affinity matrix is computed where
elements (edges) are set to 1 if and only if all the 4 requirements by the constraint
ζ are fulfilled. Similar to [9,137], we extend the connected component analysis to
group similar features and obtain initial feature clustering. The repetitive feature
detection and clustering is summarized in Algorithm 1. Usually, only a few clusters
contain a large number of cluster members which represent features from the
repetitive patterns. Most of the remaining are singleton clusters which represent
unique features in images. Thus, only a few dominant clusters are analyzed for
further processing of repetitive patterns. As a result, the computational overhead
is significantly reduced.

B. Cluster Refinement
Repetitive patterns in real-world images may experience variations due to differ-
ences in settings such as local occlusion, reflective surface, and viewpoint changes.
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As a result, extracted feature descriptors from the same repetitive patterns may
be grouped into different clusters. To address this issue, the proposed LS-RLF
method develops a cluster refinement strategy to improve the initial clustering
presented above.

The clustering of repetitive features is affected by local variations in images. The
use of a stringent constraint ζ will differentiate different types of repetitive patterns
but may split a class of repetitive feature into different clusters. Therefore, to
reduce erroneous clustering, a stringent constraint (ζ) is first employed to achieve
the initial clustering. Next, to merge the clusters containing the same type of
repetitive features, the similarities between the clusters are measured using the
inter-intra class distance ratio. The intra-class distance provides a measure of
cluster tightness whereas inter-class distance measures the separation of clusters
in the feature space. Hence, the similarity between two clusters ci and cj can be
measured using inter-intra class distance ratio (Rij) defined in (3.1),

Rij = ‖d̄i − d̄j‖2
2

1
ninj

Σni
l=1‖d

(l)
i − d̄i‖2 Σnj

m=1‖d
(l)
j − d̄j‖2

(3.1)

where d̄i and d̄j are the mean descriptors of clusters ci and cj, respectively and ni
and nj are their respective cardinalities. Two clusters with ratio Rij < 1 implies
that they are similar in the descriptor space and therefore are merged into a
single cluster. This refinement strategy addresses the misclassification of initial
clustering.

C. Lattice Estimation and Feature Recovery
In this section, we aim to estimate underlying lattice structures of repeated fea-
tures. The spatial occurrence of these repeated features is formulated with para-
metric models. In particular, Hough-transform is used to determine the parame-
ters of different patterns and their lattice structures. The presence of large bins in
Hough space refers to specific patterns in the image. Moreover, the method also
aims at recovering the missing (undetected) features in the pattern. The lattice es-
timation and feature recovery technique in the LS-RLF framework is summarized
in Algorithm 2.

Local feature locations are used to estimate the underlying lattice structures in
each cluster c. First, the locations (x, y) in the image space are mapped to the
Hough parametric space using Hough transform. Large bin counts {Bk} in Hough
accumulator cells indicate the presence of a specific structure in the image. To
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Algorithm 2 Lattice Estimation & Feature Recovery
Input: Feature location (xi, yi) of repeated patterns
Output: Lattice pattern Λk, recovered features Υ

1: for all Clusters c do
2: Get repeated feature locations (xi, yi)
3: Hough Space Mapping: (xi, yi)→ (ai, bi)
4: Find the large bins {Bk} in Hough accumulator cells.
5: Compute hough-bin-pixels {Pk} for {Bk}
6: for all Pk =

{
pk1 , p

k
2 , · · · , pkn

}
do

7: Estimate repetition interval Λk . Lattice Pattern
8: if Interval (pki , pki+1) ≈ m · Λk then
9: Interpolate locations κ . Missing Feature

10: end if
11: end for
12: Compute descriptors Υ on locations κ
13: if Υ is valid then . Repetitive Consistency Check
14: Add Υ to the cluster . Recovered Valid Features
15: end if
16: end for

find the corresponding set of points {Pk}, bins with large counts {Bk} are back-
projected to the image space. Specifically, points Pk =

{
pk1, p

k
2, · · · , pkn

}
in the

pattern repeat with an interval Λ. The undetected features in the image can then
be predicted if the interval between two consecutive detected points is multiples
of the interval Λ. Next, missing feature locations κ are interpolated where new
descriptors Υ are computed to extract the undetected local repeated features.
Finally, to ensure the repetitiveness consistency, recovered features Υ are validated
by checking descriptor similarity using cosine measure.

3.2.2 LS-RLF Image Representation and Retrieval

In this section, we present the LS-RLF based image representation using the results
obtained from repetitive pattern detection using LS-RLF detection algorithm.

The main reason for poor retrieval in other works is due to burstiness issue is
overwhelming false matches on visual words from repetitive patterns. We aim to
reduce such overwhelming matches to address the issue. Our LS-RLF based image
representation I for an image with N features is given by,

I = (w1, w2, · · · , wi, · · ·wz)ᵀ, (3.2)

where wi =
N∑
j=1

K∑
k=1

wR wS wSA(k) · 1[v(k)
j = i]. (3.3)

Here 1[v(k)
j = i] is the indicator function that is equal to 1 if the kth nearest neigh-
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Figure 3.6: Repetitiveness weighting function with α = 0.5 and µ = 10

bor of descriptor dj is quantized to visual word index i. K is the total number of
feature assignments and z is the total number of visual words. The most important
aspect is that the designed visual word weight wi integrates 3 factors in its for-
mulation: repetitiveness score (wR), saliency weighting (wS) and soft-assignment
weighting (wSA). The significances of these factors are explained as follows:

(i) Repetitiveness Score (wR)
The information from the detected repetitive patterns is incorporated into image
representation and in subsequent image scoring. The cluster cardinality (n) of the
detected features is an indicator of feature repetitiveness. The bigger the cluster,
the more repetitive the feature is. Each feature fi in the image is assigned a
repetitiveness score wR ∈ (0, 1] based on the sigmoidal function in (3.4).

wR = s

1 + exp(α(n− µ)) (3.4)

The parameter s is the scaling factor, and parameters α and µ are positive real
numbers that control the decay and shift of the sigmoid function.

Figure 3.6 shows the repetitiveness function which provides different weights to
features with different repetitiveness. The repetitiveness score decreases with an
increase in cluster size (n). The repetitiveness score ensures features with high
repetitiveness are de-emphasized so that they do not overwhelm the BoW his-
togram. This will alleviate the burstiness issue due to the repeated patterns. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: (a) Detected features and (b) Saliency Map overlaid on the image.

values of the parameters α and µ in (3.4) are experimentally set to 0.5 and 10
respectively.

(ii) Saliency Weighting (wS)
Saliency weighting is integrated into the overall weighting to emphasize the salient
foreground object of interest, and de-emphasize the background bursty features
such as trees, vegetations etc. The factor wS ∈ [0, 1] is the saliency weight
extracted from the saliency map S ∈ [0, 1] obtained using Graph-based Visual
Saliency (GBVS) [138]. GBVS estimates a saliency map S using a graph in which
the directed edge e from a point (i, j) to point (p, q) has weight

e((i, j), (p, q)) =
∣∣∣∣∣log M(i, j)

M(p, q)

∣∣∣∣∣ exp
(
−(i− p)2 + (j − q)2

2σ2

)
, (3.5)

where M is the feature map obtained using biologically inspired filters and σ is a
free parameter. An activation map is generated by eigenvector computation based
on graph theory, which is normalized and combined to obtain the final saliency map
MS. Figure 3.7 shows the local features and the saliency map overlaid on an image.
Highlighted orange and yellow regions indicate informative foreground regions with
high visual saliency. Bursty features from the background are suppressed while
those from foreground region of interest are boosted. To obtain the weights wS
from the map S, a gamma transformation is used for saliency value calibration
i.e. wS = MS(x, y)γ, where (x, y) is the feature location. For all the experiments,
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the value of γ is empirically set to 0.8 as it has been shown to achieve good
performance.

(iii) Soft-assignment Strategy (wSA)
We extend the soft quantization strategy in [53]. The factor wSA is set to 1/(2k−1)
which represents the kth soft-assigned weight. This provides geometrically de-
creasing weights with respect to k and helps to reduce the impact of quantization
loss.

Let Q and I be the LS-RLF image representations for the query and database
images. The similarity score between the query image Q = {qi}zi=1 and a database
image I = {wi}zi=1 is calculated using cosine similarity between the representations,

Score(I,Q) =
∑z
i=1 wi · qi · idf(i)2

‖I‖2 ‖Q‖2
, (3.6)

where idf is the inverse document frequency of visual words. The framework
returns the top-ranked similar images to the users.

3.3 Feature Repetitiveness Similarity (FRS) Met-
ric for Visual Search

In the previous section, we presented an LS-RLF-based visual search framework.
The main idea was to detect the repetitive patterns and represent images using
the detected information to handle the burstiness issue. In this section, we will
present an image similarity metric centered on the repetitive pattern detection.

The choice of metrics used for comparing image similarities can significantly affect
the retrieval performance. In literature, the histogram intersection kernel and
cosine similarity measure are widely used similarity metrics. Different similarity
metrics have their own characteristics. For example, the cosine similarity gives
the similarity between images based on the scalar product of L2-normalized BoW
vectors. The histogram intersection kernel, on the other hand, encodes the number
of maximum counts of matches instead of considering the entire set of features.
Consider two images containing 2 and 5 counts of a particular visual word. For
cosine similarity, the contribution through this visual word will be 2 × 5 = 10,
ignoring IDF and normalization for clarity. However, the histogram intersection
kernel gives maximal match counts, i.e. min(2, 5) = 2. Hence, different similarity
metrics can give different scores for the same pair of images. Therefore, designing
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a good similarity metric is crucial in visual search.

In view of this, we present a new feature repetitiveness similarity (FRS) metric for
visual search that utilizes information from repetitive pattern detection. Our key
motivation is that repetitive patterns are significant cues for recognizing visual
objects. To identify an image object, unique features (i.e. non-repetitive) may be
sufficient to characterize it. However, if the image has a large number of repeated
structures, they become important information that should be used to complement
the unique features. Thus, we propose to handle repetitive features and unique
(non-repetitive) ones separately i.e. we quantize and match these features inde-
pendently such that bursty false matches between unique and repetitive features
are avoided. Moreover, the proposed FRS metric tries to incorporate information
from repetitive patterns to enhance the retrieval performance.

The overview of the FRS metric search framework is shown in Figure 3.8. Com-
pared to the LS-RLF retrieval, the main idea here is to treat the unique and
repetitive features separately, and fuse them at the scoring stage. The database
images are first ranked based on the FRS metric, and then query expansion [60] is
performed to return the top retrieved images for the users. The proposed frame-
work uses the LS-RLF detection algorithm proposed in Section 3.2.1 to detect the
repetitive patterns. The detected repetitive patterns contain useful information
for image matching. Specifically, the cardinality of the detected cluster is a good
indication of feature repetitiveness. A cluster with a large number of features
refers to highly repeated structures whereas singleton cluster or cluster with very
few members mean their features are unique in appearance.

Formally, let I be an image with C = {c1, c2, · · · , cNc} detected repetitive fea-
ture clusters where Nc is the total number of cluster detected. Let n(cj) denotes
the cardinality of the cluster cj. Each cluster cj is identified as unique (CU) or
repetitive (CR) based on the rule,

cj ∈

CU if n(cj) < T

CR if n(cj) ≥ T,
(3.7)

where T is a positive threshold empirically set to 5.

The features FU = {f : f ∈ CU} are interpreted as non-repetitive, and hence are
called unique features, whereas features FR = {f : f ∈ CR} are called repetitive
features. These 2 types of features are quantized separately using function (Q)
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Figure 3.8: The proposed framework of visual search using Feature Repetitiveness
Similarity (FRS) metric

in (3.8) based on a codebook with visual words: {v1, v2, . . . vi . . . vz}. As a result,
two BoW histograms: unique IU and IR are obtained for each image.

Next, the score between the query image and the database image is computed as
follows. Let wi and qi be the i-th visual word occurrence for Q and I, respectively,
and idf(i) be associated inverse document frequency. The score between the query
and database image is computed using similarity score (S) in (3.9) for both IU
and IR representations.

Q(f) = arg min
i
‖f − vi‖2

2 (3.8)

Sk(I,Q) =
∑z
i=1 wi · qi · idf(i)2

‖Ik‖ ‖Qk‖
, k ∈ {U ,R} (3.9)

where, ‖I ‖ = (Σiw
2
i )

1
2 and ‖Q ‖ = (Σi q

2
i )

1
2 .

Let SU and SR be the scores for the unique and repetitive representations. The
final similarity score is computed using (3.10) which takes the unique as well as
repetitive features, and the degree of repetitiveness α into account,

SFRS = βSU + λ · αSR (3.10)

where, α = n(CR)
n(CR) + n(CU) , and β = n(CU)

n(CR) + n(CU) (3.11)
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Here β = 1−α is a measure of feature uniqueness. λ is a regularization parameter
experimentally set to 0.9 to calibrate the scores SU and SR. The joint score SFRS

in (3.10) fuses the information of unique and repetitive features while alleviating
the problem of bursty false matching.

It is noted that the degree of repetitiveness α and hence β in (3.11) are not
design parameters, but rather their values are determined based on the outcome
of repetitive pattern detection. In the absence of repetitive patterns, the repetitive
term (α) becomes zero and hence all features will be treated equally.

3.4 Experiments

3.4.1 Dataset and Evaluation

The proposed methods are used to perform image retrieval and evaluated using
three benchmark landmark datasets namely, Oxford, Paris and Inria Holidays
datasets. These datasets have been extensively used by most of the well-known
works in landmark image search and retrieval such as [21, 30, 31, 34, 54, 63, 139]
and studied by survey papers [21,140] and are considered as standard benchmark
datasets for landmark image retrieval in computer vision community.

1. Oxford dataset: The Oxford dataset [19] contains 5,062 database images
which are annotated with ground-truth for 55 query images from 11 distinct
Oxford landmarks. This dataset is challenging as images are taken under
significant variations of illumination, scale, and viewpoint.

2. Paris dataset: The Paris dataset [54] contains 6412 images of various Paris
landmarks which are also annotated with labels for 55 query images.

3. Inria holidays dataset: The Inria Holidays dataset [63] is a set of personal
holiday images which include a large variety of scenes with 500 query images
in total.

For performance evaluation, Average Precision (AP) is used to calculate the area
under the precision-recall curve. The APs for all the query images are averaged
to give mean Average Precision (mAP) for the particular dataset.
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3.4.2 Experimental Settings

For a fair comparison, we use the same dataset and experimental settings for all
comparative methods and our proposed methods. We use Difference-of-Gaussians
(DoG) function to extract the interest points which are then wrapped by affine el-
liptical regions resulting in DoG-Affine detector. The affine regions are described
by 128-dimensional SIFT descriptor [13] followed by RootSIFT [64] normaliza-
tion. Visual vocabularies (VV) are constructed with approximate K-means using
FLANN library [141]. An inverted index file is constructed using the visual vocab-
ulary where database images and their respective features are indexed. Algorithms
are developed using MATLAB and VLFeat library [142] in a computer with i5-4570
CPU and 32GB memory.

In the following sections, we first provide a qualitative analysis of LS-RLF de-
tection algorithm. Next, we present the retrieval performance of the proposed
LS-RLF visual search. Then, we discuss the effect of different weighting factors
in LS-RLF image retrieval. Finally, we present the performance of the proposed
FRS metric visual search.

3.4.3 Qualitative Analysis of LS-RLF Detection

This section presents the qualitative results and analysis on repetitive pattern
detection by the proposed LS-RLF method and compares with the state-of-the-
art repttile method in [9]. The comparison is shown in Figure 3.9 and 3.10. The
detection results obtained by the proposed method are given in Figure 3.9(a) &
Figure 3.10(a). The proposed method is able to detect and differentiate various
structures like facades, windows, and motifs. Further, it utilizes feature recovery to
estimate the missing features (shown as square keypoints). Compared to this, the
detection results obtained using Torii’s repttile method in Figure 3.9(d) & 3.10(d)
contain numerous clustering errors. As seen from the zoom-in area in Figure 3.9(c),
the method mis-classify different types of repetitive patterns into a single class
(label 1). In contrast, each type of elements like facades, windows are correctly
clustered in our proposed method in Figure 3.9(b). Similarly, in Figure 3.10(b),
different structures from walls and gates are correctly differentiated and clustered
into different pattern types (labels 1, 2 & 5). However, Torii’s repttile method
grouped them into the same pattern type (label 1) in Figure 3.10(c).

The proposed method can also estimate occluded repeated features using Hough
transform-based feature interpolation. An example can be seen in Figure 3.10(b),
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where an occluded feature is shown in white diamond (label 5). It can be seen
from the results that the proposed LS-RLF method is more robust and discrimi-
native in estimating the lattice pattern and cluster structures. This will result in
improvement in the subsequent image retrieval.

3.4.4 Performance of LS-RLF Visual Search

The performance of the proposed LS-RLF framework is compared with the Philbin’s
method [19], burstiness weighting (BRST-IDF) [8] and Torii’s repptile method [9].
The mAPs obtained using these methods with 200K and 1M visual vocabularies
are compared with those obtained by the proposed LS-RLF-based retrieval. The
results are summarized in Table 3.1.

For the Oxford dataset, the proposed method with 1M visual vocabulary vocab-
ulary (VV) achieves an mAP of 76% which outperforms the Philbin’s method by
12.4%, Jegou’s burstiness weighting by 7.2% and Torii’s repptile method by 4.5%.
This clearly shows the effectiveness of the proposed method. It is also observed
that for all the methods, retrieval with 1M vocabulary consistently outperforms
that with 200K. It is because larger vocabularies are more expressive compared
to the smaller ones. The image representations with fine-grained visual words are
more discriminative and hence achieve better search performance.

A similar trend of retrieval performance can be observed for the Paris dataset.
The proposed LS-RLF framework with 1M VV achieves an mAP of 80.1% which
outperforms the Philbin’s method by 7.5%, Jegou’s burstiness weighting by 6.9%
and Torii’s repttile method by 5.5%. Similarly, for the Holidays dataset, it can be
observed that our proposed method outperforms other methods for both 200K and
1M VVs. The proposed method achieves an mAP of 75.9% and 84.1% for 200K VV
and 1M VV, respectively. These results outperform the Torri’s Repttile method
by 3.2-3.9%, Jegou’s BRST-IDF method by 5.4-7.8% and Philbin’s method by
5.8-9.0%.

The designed weighting strategy is able to obtain balanced BoW histograms which
allow unbiased similarity measure between images. The mAP obtained using the
proposed method clearly show a superior performance when compared with other
methods.

Figure 3.11 shows the qualitative retrieval results using the proposed LS-RLF
framework. The query images with the search bounding box are given on the left
column, while the top 10 retrieved images are shown in the corresponding rows in
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Figure 3.9: Example 1: Repetitive pattern detection. The image on the top row
(a) is obtained using the proposed LS-RLF method, the bottom row (d) is based on
the method in [9]. Different groups of repetitive patterns are shown with different
colors and annotated labels. Undetected but recovered new features are shown as
square keypoints. See Section 3.4.3 for more explanations.
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Figure 3.10: Example 2: Repetitive pattern detection on an example image. The
image on the top row (a) is obtained using the proposed LS-RLF method, the
bottom row (d) is based on the method in [9]. See Section 3.4.3 for more expla-
nations.
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Figure 3.11: Qualitative retrieval results using the proposed LS-RLF framework.
Left-most column shows query images with the bounding box and the correspond-
ing rows show the top 10 retrieved images.

the right. Images with green outlines are true positives (with respect to the ground
truth), whereas those with red borders are false-positives. From the figures, it is
clear that the proposed method can offer good retrieval performances.

3.4.5 Ablation Studies: Effect of Weighting Factors

In this section, we study the impact of the three factors (repetitive score (wR),
saliency weighting (wS) , and soft-assignment strategy (wSA) on the retrieval per-
formance of the LS-RLF framework. As wSA is an integral part of the proposed
method, it is included in all the case studies below. We will evaluate the im-
portance of each weight by successively adding the repetitiveness score (wR), and
saliency weighting (wS) into the proposed method. Table 3.2 shows the impact of
different factors on the retrieval performance.

From Table 3.2, it can be seen that when each weighting factor is included into the
proposed method, the mAP of the system improves for all datasets. For example,
in Case 1 with the 1M visual vocabulary, when only the soft-assignment weighting
is used, the method achieves an mAP of 66.38% and 73.29% for the Oxford and
Paris dataset respectively. For Case 2, with the 1M visual vocabulary, when
the soft-assignment weighting is used together with the repetitiveness score, the
method offers a further mAP improvement of around 8.7% and 4.2% for the Oxford
and Paris datasets respectively. This demonstrates the advantage of performing
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repetitive pattern detection. For Case 3, with the 1M visual vocabulary, when
all the soft-assignment weighting, repetitiveness score, and saliency weighting are
used, the proposed method offers a further mAP improvement of 1-3%. This
demonstrates the advantage of integrating saliency information into the proposed
method. Similar trends are observed for the Holidays dataset. These results show
that each weighting has an impact on the performance, and the repetitiveness
score appears to have a stronger impact on the performance than the saliency
weighting.

3.4.6 Performance of FRS-based Visual Search

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the FRS metric, we perform experi-
ments using visual vocabulary of 1M visual words. We first present case studies
shown in Figure 3.12. The figure shows retrieval performances for sample query
images using the proposed FRS metric and the Repttile method [9]. The top row
shows an Oxford query and its precision-recall curve where our FRS method covers
more area under the curve than the Repttile method. For this query, the Repttile
method achieves an AP of 70.6%. Using the unique features alone achieves an
AP of 73%. The FRS metric uses information of repetitive patterns and comple-
ments it with unique features to increase the AP to 81.2%. Similar trends can
be observed for the image in the bottom row in the figure, which shows a query
image from the Paris dataset. Hence, this shows that the proposed method utilizes
repetitive patterns to enhance the retrieval performance.

Table 3.3: Performance comparison of the proposed FRS metric on Oxford, Paris,
and Holidays dataset.

Method Oxford Paris Inria
Dataset Dataset Holidays

Philbin’s method [19] 63.7 72.6 78.3
Burstiness Weighting [8] 68.9 73.2 78.7
Repttile Method [9] 71.6 74.6 80.9
Neural Codes [30] 54.5 - 78.9
Local CNN features [34] 64.9 69.4 83.6
NetVLAD [143] 70.8 78.3 82.1
Proposed FRS w/o QE 73.1 77.2 85.6
Proposed FRS 77.3 81.1 86.3

Table 3.3 presents mAPs obtained for the proposed FRS framework and compar-
ison with other state-of-the-art methods. For the Oxford dataset, the proposed
FRS framework achieves an mAP of 77% which outperforms Philbin’s method [19]
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(a) Query Images (b) Precision-Recall Curve

Figure 3.12: Example queries images from the Oxford (top row) and Paris (bottom
row) datasets with Average Precision

method by 13.6%, burstiness weighting [8] by 8.4% and Torii’s Repttile method [9]
by 5.7%. Similarly, for the Paris dataset, the proposed method achieves an mAP
of 81% with surpasses Philbin’s method by 8% [19], the burstiness weighting [8]
by 7.9% and Torii’s Repttile method [9] by 6.5%. A similar trend can be observed
for the Holidays dataset.

We also compare our method with deep learning based approaches [30, 34, 143],
where global features extracted from CNN networks are used for image retrieval.
As shown in Table 3.3, our method outperforms deep learning methods. This
demonstrates the importance of repetitive pattern detection for image matching,
which is not considered in current deep learning based approaches [30, 34,143].

Overall, the existing state-of-the-art methods either do not consider or down-
weigh/limit the contribution of repetitive features which results in visual informa-
tion loss. In contrast, the proposed FRS framework detects the repetitive patterns
and offers an effective representation via proposed FRS metric and hence achieves
better retrieval performance. This clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the
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proposed FRS-metric in visual landmark search.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we studied handcrafted feature-based visual search techniques.
Specifically, we studied the repetitive patterns in images and the burstiness issue
in visual search. We first proposed a new LS-RLF method which integrates lo-
cal features and underlying lattice structure to detect repetitive patterns. A new
feature interpolation technique is also presented to estimate and recover unde-
tected or missing features. The key advantage of the LS-RLF framework is that
the detected repetitive features can be used directly in conjunction with existing
visual search technologies. In addition, the proposed method is able to alleviate
the burstiness issue in BoW-based image search.

In order to exploit the information in repetitive pattern while handling the bursti-
ness issue, we also proposed a new feature repetitiveness similarity (FRS) metric.
The proposed method makes effective use of the repetitive patterns in the images
to improve the image matching and search performance. Based on the detection,
the repetitive features and unique features are handled separately, which help in
addressing the burstiness issue in visual search. We demonstrated that the repeti-
tive patterns are not a nuisance but can be used to complement the unique features
in visual recognition. Experimental results on three benchmark landmark datasets
clearly show the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
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Chapter 4

Visual Fashion Search

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will develop deep learning methods for visual fashion search.
Visual fashion search is a fascinating application in computer vision which has
received a huge research attention [10, 11, 41, 144, 145] and has been successfully
deployed in large e-commerce companies [26,27,146] such as eBay, Amazon, Pin-
terest, Flipkart, etc. Learning discriminative and robust image representations
and measuring visual image similarity is the key task in visual fashion search.
This chapter will study various deep feature extraction and deep metric learning
methods for clothing image representation. We will develop visual fashion search
frameworks which consider the essential elements of fashion such as category, at-
tribute, and brand.

Fashion demonstrates diverse visual concepts with their designs, styles, attributes,
and brands. There exist a hierarchy of similarities between fashion clothing, rang-
ing from exact instance or brand to similar attributes and styles. An effective
fashion search method, thus, should be able to represent the different tiers of sim-
ilarities and capture various fashion concepts. However, there exist several chal-
lenges to visual fashion search such as potential deformations in clothing shape,
pose variations with presence/absence of models/mannequins in a diverse back-
ground. Moreover, brand information such as logos in clothing images are quite
small and often suffer from various deformations. All these factors pose significant
challenges to visual fashion search.

Clothing retrieval is an emerging application and has been studied in various
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literatures. The earlier works [147–150] used handcrafted features to describe the
clothing attributes and perform the fashion search. In recent years, deep learning
[65] methods for fashion search have been developed in [10, 11, 32, 116, 151, 152].
Features from fined-tuned CNN networks have been used for clothing recognition
and retrieval in [32, 151, 152]. The work in [32] used features extracted from
CNN network fined tuned on clothing attribute database. Similarly, [151] used
a latent layer after fully-connected (FC) layer to obtain hash-like representations
from a CNN network for efficient retrieval. Similarly, [146,152] also used FC layer
features for fashion image representation and clothing retrieval. However, these
methods directly use features extracted from CNN layers (FC layer features or
CNN activations) but they do not perform similarity learning which is desirable
for retrieval problems. Hence, such features are less discriminative for fashion
retrieval and search.

In order to learn discriminative features using deep learning, deep metric learning
methods [37, 40, 111, 112] have been employed for visual fashion search. Where-
To-Buy-It (WTBI) method [10] used pre-trained CNN features and learned a
similarity network using a siamese network. The multitask learning with attribute
information has been used in [129,144] for fashion representation. Dual Attribute-
Aware Ranking Network (DARN) [129] used a siamese network with attribute
information for the exact clothing search. Recently, Liu et al. proposed FashionNet
[11] which used a triplet network to learn feature embedding using a multitask
network for joint category and attribute recognition.

Nevertheless, currently available fashion datasets [11,153,154] and fashion search
methods [10,11,26,151,152] have two major drawbacks. First, the existing datasets
have annotation only for clothing category and attributes but do not explicitly
consider brand information which is an essential element of fashion. Customers
are often brand conscious and hence the brand information plays an important
role in fashion search. Brand recall is a desirable trait in clothing retrieval. Sec-
ond, existing methods do not represent different granularities of fashion clothing
similarity. The feature space should ideally capture the hierarchy of similarities
between fashion clothing for effective fashion search.

In view of this, this chapter first presents a new clothing dataset called NTUBrand-
Fashion (NBF) dataset with 10K fashion images which are richly annotated with
clothing categories, attributes, and brand information to capture the essential el-
ements of fashion. The main advantages of this dataset over the existing ones
are: (i) it has brand-level annotation which can be leverage to improve the per-
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formance of fashion search, (ii) it has 3-tiers of annotations (category, attribute,
and brand) which allows to represent fashion images at different granularities. We
demonstrate the importance of brand information with a new Brand-Aware Fash-
ion Search (BAFS) framework. Further, in order to capture different granularities
of similarities, we propose a new Attribute Supervised Metric Learning (ASML)
with a multitask CNN network that jointly learns fashion attributes and image
embeddings while taking category and brand information into account.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the NTUBrand-
Fashion dataset in detail including its collection and available annotations. In
Section 4.3, we present the brand-aware fashion search (BAFS) framework and
demonstrate the importance of brand information. Section 4.4 presents the pro-
posed attribute metric learning (ASML) framework for fashion search. The exper-
imental results and discussion for the proposed BAFS and ASML frameworks are
presented in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 provides a summary of the chapter.

4.2 NTUBrandFashion (NBF) Dataset

Fashion clothing demonstrate diverse visual concepts with their designs, styles and
brands. In practice, clothing items are generally characterized by their category
(e.g. dress, t-shirt), attribute information (e.g. dotted-print, striped), and brand
information (e.g. Adidas, Puma). The publicly available fashion datasets such as
DeepFashion [11], Semantic-Clothing-Attributes (SCA) dataset [154] , Apparel-
Style (AS) dataset [153] only contain annotations for clothing categories and at-
tributes. However, they lack annotation on brand information which is one of the
essential elements in fashion. Thus, we construct a new dataset, NTUBrandFash-
ion, with rich annotations which incorporates category, attribute as well as brand
information of the fashion items. Such brand level information can be leveraged
to improve the performance of visual fashion search.

The NTUBrandFashion (NBF) dataset consists of about 10K clothing images from
15 popular brands with distinct logos. Compared to the existing fashion datasets
[11, 153, 154], our NBF dataset contains clothing brand information annotated in
the form of brand logos. We will show later that the brand information enables us
to perform brand-aware fashion search which can significantly improve the clothing
retrieval performance (See Section 4.3).

Figure 4.1 shows some sample images of the NBF dataset. The dataset contains
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rich annotations to capture the essential elements of fashion. Figure 4.2 shows
additional example images from the dataset. Note that the clothing images have
diverse backgrounds, various deformations and occlusions, and presence/absence
of human models or mannequins. Also, brand logos occur at various scales and
locations and often only cover a small region. These pose significant challenges to
brand-aware fashion search.

Figure 4.1: Sample images from NBF dataset with annotations.

4.2.1 Image Collection

We follow the standard practice of dataset construction similar to DeepFashion
dataset [11]. We crawled the images from Google Images1 using relevant search
keywords. Although we use Google search, further works of dataset annotations
and cleaning are done manually by humans. For each brand, we first created a
pool of keywords such as Denim Versace Hoodie, Playboy Tee, Floral Adidas Tank
etc., to query the website. For 15 brands, around 150K images were downloaded.
Irrelevant images were then removed by human screening. We also removed single
channel and low-resolution images which are less than 300× 300 pixels.

Next, to remove redundant and highly similar images, we used the FC7 features
from VGG16 [24]. For each brand, pairwise image similarities were computed
using FC7 features. For those images with similarity scores greater a threshold
(thres = 0.97), we kept one copy and removed the rest. At the end of this step,
the dataset contained 9,498 clean and relevant images.

4.2.2 Dataset Annotations

The NBF dataset is richly annotated with three tiers of information, namely,
clothing category, attribute, and brand logo which captures essential elements of
fashion. We develop annotation software to effectively annotate the images in the
dataset. Figure 4.4 (a) shows a sample screenshot of the software tool developed
for dataset annotation.

1https://images.google.com
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Figure 4.2: Sample images from the NBF dataset.

A. Clothing Category and Bounding Box Annotation
Fashion images in the NBF dataset are categorized into 16 clothing classes. Each
image is first labeled with clothing category together with their bounding box
coordinates. The category labels are useful for the clothing classification task.
The bounding box annotation can be leveraged for clothing detection to reduce
the impact of background clutter during the visual search. Table 4.1 lists all the
16 clothing categories in the NBF dataset.

Table 4.1: List of 16 clothing categories in the NBF dataset
Upper-Body Lower Body Full-Body
Button-Down Capris Dress
Cardigan Joggers Robe
Hoodie Leggings Romper
Jacket Shorts
Sweater Skirt
Tank Sweatpants
Tee/T-shirt

B. Brand Logo and Bounding Box Annotation
Similar to the clothing categories, all the brand logos in images are annotated with
corresponding brand labels and bounding box coordinates. These annotations are
used for logo detection to explore the clothing brand information. This dataset
incorporates 15 popular fashion brands such as Adidas, Nike, Puma etc. Sample
graphic logos from each of these brand are shown in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows
the screenshot of the tool developed for dataset annotation together with example
images where fashion images are annotated with clothing categories and brand
logos.

C. Clothing attribute annotation
In order to describe the image in finer detail, we annotated images with 32 at-
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

Figure 4.3: Sample logos of 15 brands in NTUBrandFashion dataset. (a) Adidas,
(b) All Star Converse, (c) Abercrombie and Fitch (d) Ferrari, (e) Kappa, (f) Levis,
(g) New Balance, (h) Nike, (i) The North Face, (j) Playboy, (k) Puma, (l) Ralph
Lauren, (m) Reebok, (n) Vans, and (o) Versace

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Screenshot of the developed annotation tool. (b) Sample fashion
images annotated with clothing categories and brand logos with corresponding
bounding boxes.

tributes based on visual concepts such as color, part, pattern, etc. These attributes
are commonly used to describe the clothing by the human in practical scenarios
(for example black-dotted dress). Such attributes can be used to train and can en-
hance the retrieval performance. The list of the semantic attributes is presented
in Table 4.2. Figure 4.5 shows example images representing attributes related to
clothing patterns. Such information can provide rich information about fashion
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Table 4.2: List of semantic attributes in NBF dataset
Color Pattern Person Sleeve-type Neck-type Parts
Black Animal print Male Long V-neck Pocket
Blue Diamond Female Short Round/Crew Hooded
Green Checkered Sleeveless Collared Zipper
Brown Dotted Button
Grey Floral Crop
Orange Striped
Pink Color-block
Purple Graphics
Red
White
Yellow

clothing.

Figure 4.5: Sample fashion images representing various types of ’pattern’ at-
tributes.

4.3 Brand-Aware Fashion Search (BAFS)

In this section, we will present a new brand-aware fashion search (BAFS) frame-
work which explores the clothing brand information during fashion search. We
study the importance of brand information for fashion search and demonstrate
the usefulness of our NBF dataset.

Consider a case where a user would like to search a branded clothing item. Fig. 4.6
shows examples of clothing retrieval using CNN features extracted from VGG16-
Net [24]. The images in the first column show the query images and corresponding
retrieved images are shown in the respective rows. For instance, in the first row,
the customer wants to search for a black Adidas hoodie. Although the search
has retrieved visually similar images, the results are not brand aware. In this
scenario, the hoodies from other brands such as Puma, Ferrari etc. are also
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Figure 4.6: Example of branded clothing search. Relevant and irrelevant retrieved
images are shown with green border and red border respectively

retrieved in the top ranks. Hence, the search method only focuses on high-level
global representation but lacks consideration of small logos.

In order to alleviate such issue, we propose a brand-aware fashion search frame-
work. The overview of the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 4.7. Given a
query image of a fashion item, the framework first detects the clothing region and
brand logo in the image. Next, using the detected clothing region, we extract
discriminative feature using the activations of CNN across different layers. We
compute the similarity score between the query and database images to rank the
database images. The initial retrieved images are then passed through a brand-
aware re-ranking engine and the framework returns the relevant clothing images
to the user. The three main modules in the proposed method are described in the
following sections.

4.3.1 Joint Clothing and Logo Detection

The proposed framework simultaneously detects the existence of clothing items
and brand logo in images. We develop a joint clothing and logo detector using
Faster-RCNN [22]. The detector contains two sub-networks namely, Region Pro-
posal Network (RPN) and Fast-RCNN which shares common convolutional layers
for efficiency. In order to generate the region proposals for clothing and logos, RPN
slides the pre-defined anchor boxes of different scales and aspect ratios over the
last convolution layer. The original work [22] uses anchor boxes from 3 different
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Figure 4.7: Proposed Brand-Aware Fashion Search (BAFS) framework

scales. In this work, in order to target small brand logos, we sample the anchors
from finer scales and use anchor boxes from 4 different scales. The RPN is trained
to regress the bounding boxes from anchor boxes using a multi-loss function in
(4.1).

L(pi, bi) = Lcls(pi, p∗i ) + λ · p∗iLreg(bi, b∗i ) (4.1)

The first term in (4.1) refers to soft-max loss used to classify the anchors as objects
or non-objects. pi and p∗i are the predicted probability for anchor i being an object
and the ground-truth label respectively. The second term is activated only for true
anchors (p∗i = 1) and it represents the regression loss for bounding box prediction,
where bi and b∗i are predicted and ground-truth box coordinates.

Next, the obtained bounding boxes are used to pool the features from the last
convolutional layer and the features are used to classify clothing items and brand
logos. We use a 4-step alternation method [22] to train the detector network.

4.3.2 PMAC Feature Extraction

Several previous works have exploited the fully-connected layer features [27, 30–
32, 146, 151, 155] and pooled features from convolutional layers [35, 156] for im-
age retrieval. However, these features do not encode the hierarchy of information
required for fashion search. Thus, we propose a new Principal Component Maxi-
mum Activation of Convolutions (PMAC) feature encoding which leverages both
low-level and high-level abstractions to extract rich features for retrieval. Typi-
cally, the early layers of CNN encode low-level features such as lines, edges, colors
etc., the mid-layers encode part-based features such as patterns, logos etc., while
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the late layers provide a high-level inference about the class or overall looks of the
image [72]. Our encoding method tries to capture all these features into a single
descriptor.

In order to extract the PMAC features from images, we first operate on the n
activations of convolutional layers L = {li}ni=1 of the network. For a particular
layer l, we pool feature from its 3D activation maps ofW (l)×H(l)×K(l) dimensions,
where K(l) is the number of filters in layer l and W (l)×H(l) represents the spatial
region R

(l)
i , i = {1, 2, · · · , K} of the feature maps. For each feature map R

(l)
i ,

we spatially pool the maximum activation of the map to construct a feature f l ={
f l1, f

l
2, · · · , f li , · · · , f lK

}
for layer l.

f
(l)
i = max(R(l)

i ), where, i = 1, · · · , K (4.2)

Next, we concatenate the features from multiple layers to generate a single descrip-
tor F = [f l], l ∈ {1, · · · , n}. The concatenation strategy is a simple yet effective
way for image representation. Next, in order to extract discriminative information,
the features F are projected to a new subspace using Principal Component Anal-
ysis (PCA) and whitening. Mathematically, we construct k-dimensional PMAC
feature vector x = {x1, x2, · · · , xi, · · · , xk}. Each component xi of the vector is
computed using Eq.(4.3),

xi = 1√
λi

UT · Fi (4.3)

where U represents the transformation matrix formed by k-principal eigenvectors
and λi represents the corresponding eigenvalues. Using this feature representation,
the similarity between a query image q and database image d is computed using
the cosine similarity measure given by,

sim(q ,d) = qTd
‖q‖2‖d‖2

. (4.4)

4.3.3 Brand-Aware Re-ranking

Although the PMAC image encoding captures both the low-level details and high-
level abstraction of the images, it does not prioritize the brand information. This
is because brand logo information generally tends to cover a small area in images,
thus visual information from such small objects is not captured well into the
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descriptor. The proposed framework thus uses a brand-aware re-ranking engine to
rank the initial retrieval list. To achieve this, we use information from the detected
logo using the joint logo and clothing detector. From the list, we first retrieve the
clothing images whose brand match with the detected logo. The retrieved images
are then ordered at the higher ranks, while other images are pushed to the lower
ranks in the list. Hence, we obtain a re-ranked list of images based on brand.
We also perform similar re-ranking based on the detected clothing category. The
top-ranked images are returned by the framework as the retrieved images.

We will demonstrate the performance of PMAC feature and brand-aware re-
ranking engine in Section 4.5.4.

4.4 Fashion Search using Attribute-Supervised
Metric Learning

In the previous section, we presented a visual fashion search framework based on
the features extracted from CNN layers. Such features may be less discrimina-
tive for fashion search as the method do not perform similarity learning which
is desirable for retrieval problems. In this section, we present a new deep metric
learning method called Attribute Supervised Metric Learning (ASML) for learning
discriminative and robust image representations for visual fashion search.

Our aim is to learn fashion similarities at different granularities demonstrated by
diverse visual concepts in fashion. We present an end-to-end approach to learn
such similarity space where the closeness between the images embeddings corre-
sponds to their visual similarities. For example, Fig. 4.8 illustrates the desired
feature space with clothing images, where the distances between the center refer-
ence image (R) and images (A)-(E) are represented by the dotted arrows. Image
(A) is closest to the reference image (R) and lies inside the inner circle since image
(R) and image (A) are the same instances of a particular clothing item. Image
(B) is similar to image (R) with variation in color and is second nearest to it.
Similarly, images (C) and (D) are of the same category with different pattern and
design and hence lie farther apart. Finally, the out-of-category image (E) lies
farthest from image (R). Hence, image similarities occur at different granularities.
We aim to learn such a feature space using deep metric learning with supervision
at different granularities of image similarities.

Triplet networks and triplet loss have been shown to achieve state-of-the-art per-
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the desired feature space for the visual search and recom-
mendation. Example clothing images exhibit similarities at different granularities
represented by the concentric circles. The distances between the reference image
(R) and images (A)-(E) reflect different degrees of visual similarity, with respect
to image (R); visually similar images are closer while dissimilar images lie farther
apart.

formances in metric learning [37, 123]. However, the existing methods based on
triplet networks [37,115,123] focus on discovering instance level similarity and do
not effectively represent similarity at multiple granularities as shown in Figure 4.8.
The triplet selection strategies [37, 123, 157] employ hard binary decisions during
the selection process. In fact, the training triplet samples have different degrees
of information and capability to teach the network. As the existing methods treat
all the triplets with equal importance, this prevents the network to learn different
levels of similarity.

In view of this, we propose an ASML framework that uses multitask learning and
considers the interactions between the attribute prediction and triplet network by
jointly training them. This has two major advantages over the existing methods.
First, it helps in mining informative triplets especially when exact anchor-positive
pair annotations are not available. Second, training samples are treated based
on their importance in a soft manner which helps in capturing different tiers of
similarity required for fashion search. The following sections describe our proposed
ASML framework in detail.
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Figure 4.9: Architecture of the proposed attribute-supervised metric learning
(ASML) network.

4.4.1 Overview of the ASML Framework

Our goal is to compute an embedding fθ(x) for image x, which can be used for the
image representation. The distance between the images in the embedding space
should reflect their visual similarity in the image space, thus capturing different
levels of similarity as shown in Figure 4.8.

In order to learn such an image embedding space, we propose a new deep metric
learning method using attribute-supervised triplet network. The overall architec-
ture of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 4.9. The network consists of
three identical convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with shared parameters θ,
which are to be learned using the proposed attribute supervised triplet training.
The network takes three input images, a reference anchor image (xa), a positive
image (xp) which is from the same class/ID as the anchor, and a negative image
(xn) which is from a different class/ID.

The last fully connected layer in each network has two branches for multitask
learning, which (i) computes the feature embedding f(x), and (ii) produces the
attribute vector v that predicts the attributes in the image. The most important
part of the proposed framework is that the two tasks not only are simultaneously
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optimized, but also linked by a supervising signal which incorporates attribute
information. The supervising signal assists in the triplet sampling and training for
learning differences between the images. The attribute-supervised triplet network
is optimized by a combined attribute and supervised triplet loss given by

Ltotal(θ) = LStri(θ) + λLattr(θ) (4.5)

where LStri(θ) and Lattr(θ) represent the proposed supervised triplet loss and at-
tribute loss respectively. The parameter λ is used to balance the contributions of
the two losses. We will explain the significance of the attribute and supervised
triplet loss in the following sections.

4.4.2 Attribute Prediction

Attribute information has been used to enhance the performance in various prob-
lems such as classification [158, 159], food recipe retrieval [160], person Re-ID
[127, 128], and fashion search [11, 129]. The attributes provide useful information
about the images. For example, spotted-skin, claws, tail-length, etc. are used to
describe animals [158], and color, texture, sleeve-length, etc. of clothing are used
to describe fashion images [11,129]. In this work, we explore and incorporate these
attribute information to enhance the triplet network training.

A set of K semantic attributes are used to describe the image appearance. Let us
denote the image attributes by a = [a1, a2, . . . , aK ], where each element ai ∈ {0, 1}
denotes the presence or absence of the ith attribute in a particular image. We treat
the problem of attribute prediction in an image as multilabel classification where
an image can have multiple attributes. To achieve the attribute prediction, we pass
the first branch from last fully connected layers into a sigmoid activation to squeeze
the output to within [0, 1], which produces the output v. The attribute prediction
loss Lattr(θ) is defined using binary-cross entropy loss function as follows.

Lattr(θ) = −
K∑
i=1

[wpos ai log(vi) + wneg (1− ai) log(1− vi)] , (4.6)

where ai is binary target attribute labels for image x, and vi are components of v =
[v1, v2, . . . , vK ], which is the predicted output attribute distribution. The weights
wpos and wneg are used to balance positive and negative samples and determined
by their average ratios in training labels. Note that the vector v is not binary,
but is an attribute distribution, where each element vi denotes the probability
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of the existence of attribute ai in image x, i.e. p(ai|x). For the triplet input
{xa, xp, xn}, {va,vp,vn} represent the attribute vectors which describe the images
in the attribute space. We exploit this information to supervise and effectively
train our proposed triplet network which is explained in detail in the following
section.

4.4.3 Attribute Supervised Triplet Network

The performance of the triplet network depends mainly on two factors, namely the
triplet selection and the triplet loss function. Both of these factors play significant
roles in optimal learning and network convergence during the training process. In
this work, we supervise both triplet selection as well as the loss using information
from the attribute prediction of the multitask framework.

A. Triplet Mining
Random sampling based on class/ID labels for triplet does not assure the selec-
tion of informative examples. In cases where only category level information is
available, the selected triplet examples may contain limited information for train-
ing, as the anchor-positive pairs from the same class can demonstrate a diverse
visual appearance (e.g. clothing images of a dress with different colors, cloth ma-
terials, patterns may look very different). Thus, we first select the triplets with
reliable anchor-positive pairs. The work in [26] and [40] used additional features
and manual verification for the selection of anchor-positive pairs in the triplets,
which is very expensive and prohibitive for large datasets. Instead, we propose to
leverage cosine similarity, 〈p,q〉 = pᵀq

‖p ‖2‖q ‖2
, between the anchor-positive attribute

vectors to sample and obtain reliable triplets. We use a threshold (Φ) such that
triplets with 〈va,vp〉 > Φ are selected for the triplet training. This ensures that
the anchor-positive pairs in the triplets are similar in attribute space and hence
are reliable.

B. Attribute Supervised Triplet Training
Next, in order to exploit different degrees of triplet importance during the training,
the triplet loss is supervised using the information from the proposed multitask
architecture. Let {xa, xp, xn} be an input triplet sample to the proposed network,
which produces the embeddings {f(xa), f(xp), f(xn)} and three attribute vectors
{va,vp,vn}. The conventional triplet loss over this triplet is given by Eq. (4.7).

Ltri(θ) =
[
‖fθ(xa)− fθ(xp)‖2

2 − ‖fθ(xa)− fθ(xn)‖2
2 +m

]
+
, (4.7)
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where [z]+ = max(0, z) is the hinge loss, and θ represents network parameters.
The direct use of this loss function does not consider the information from the
image attribute prediction. We formulate our attribute supervised triplet loss
training based on the multitask outputs as follows.

LStri(θ) = w(a, p, n)
[
‖f(xa)− f(xp)‖2

2 − ‖f(xa)− f(xn)‖2
2 +m(a, p, n)

]
+

(4.8)

where w(a, p, n) and m(a, p, n) are the loss weighting factor and margin factor,
which are determined by the output attribute distributions of the anchor, positive
and negative images. Our motivation is that the closeness of images in attribute
space can be estimated by comparing their attribute distributions. Hence, by
comparing similarities between the attribute distributions of the anchor-positive
pair and anchor-negative pair of a triplet, we estimate information contained in
the triplet, which in turn, is used to supervise the triplet training. Following this,
we propose two strategies to tune the loss with the supervising signal using the
functions w(a, p, n) and m(a, p, n).

B1. Soft-Weighted (SW) Triplet Loss (ASML-SW)
The soft-weighted (SW) triplet loss LSWtri (θ) operates on the overall loss using
w(a, p, n) while setting m(a, p, n) to a constant margin m0, and is given by

LSWtri (θ) = w(a, p, n)
[
‖f(xa)− f(xp)‖2

2 − ‖f(xa)− f(xn)‖2
2 +m0

]
+
. (4.9)

We propose to use w(a, p, n) = 〈va,vp〉〈va,vn〉, the product of similarities between
attribute vectors of anchor-positive and anchor-negative pairs. The above function
adaptively alters the magnitude of the triplet loss. When the anchor-positive pair
is similar in attribute space (i.e. 〈va,vp〉 is high), the triplet sample is more confi-
dent and reliable. On the other hand, when the anchor-negative pair is similar in
attribute space (i.e. 〈va,vn〉 is high), it forms a hard negative example and carries
high information. For example, a black tee and a black women’s top have similar
attributes such as short sleeve, crew neck, black color, etc. This means although
the pairs are from different class/ID, but look very similar in attribute space, then
the triplet should be given higher priority and more attention during the network
update. Thus, when both 〈va,vp〉 and 〈va,vn〉 are high, the triplet is more infor-
mative and hence the network pays more attention to learn the differences. This
is analogous to hard negative mining [37], but we handle them in a soft-manner.
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Thus, the proposed loss provides a way to incorporate the importance of triplets
and learns similarity at multiple levels.

B2. Soft-Margin (SM) Triplet Loss (ASML-SM)
The soft-margin triplet loss operates on the margin parameter using m(a, p, n)
while setting w = 1. Naive triplet loss uses a constant margin (m), which treats
all triplets equally and restricts learning multilevel similarity as shown in Fig-
ure 4.8. We propose to use soft-margin where the term m(a, p, n) in Eq.(4.8) is
determined by attribute information and provides the effective margin,

m(a, p, n) = m0 log(1 + 〈va,vp〉〈va,vn〉) (4.10)

Similar to soft-weighted triplet loss, when both 〈va,vp〉 and 〈va,vn〉 are high, the
triplet is more reliable and informative (hard negative). In other words, when
the negative image and anchor image are very similar in the attribute space, a
reliable margin is used to learn the difference and avoid the confusion. On the
other hand, both 〈va,vp〉 and 〈va,vn〉 are low, the triplet is less informative. Here
the anchor-positive pair is less reliable, and the anchor-negative pair forms an
easy negative. Thus, the triplet generates less penalty if selected for training. The
soft-margin adaptively handles this and incorporates it into the triplet loss which
treats triplet samples based on their importance while prioritizing the informative
ones. The attribute-supervised triplet loss training is summarized in Algorithm 3.
The designed soft triplet loss can learn different levels of similarity required for
visual search and ranking.

The learned feature embeddings from the network are used as image representa-
tions which are subsequently used in comparing image similarities. Image simi-
larity is computed using the L2-distance between the embeddings. The database
images are ranked in a descending order of the computed distances and top-ranked
images are returned by the framework.

4.5 Experiments

In this section, we will report the experimental results for the proposed frame-
works. We first present the results and discussion for the proposed BAFS frame-
work and demonstrate the importance of brand information and usefulness of the
constructed dataset for fashion search. Next, we will present experimental re-
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Algorithm 3 Attribute-Supervised Metric Learning (ASML)
Input: Images {xi} with class/ID labels {Ci} and corresponding attributes
Output: Trained network parameters {θ}

1: Initialize the parameters θ of the proposed network
2: for t < T do
3: Select a triplet {xa, xp, xn} s.t. {xa, xp} ∈ Ci and xn 6∈ Ci
4: Compute outputs: {f(xa), f(xp), f(xn)} . Embeddings

& {va,vp,vn} . Attribute Vectors
5: Compute similarities 〈va,vp〉 and 〈va,vn〉
6: if (〈va,vp〉 ≥ Φ) then . Sampling
7: Compute Lattr(θ) = (Laattr + Lpattr + Lnattr)/3 using Eq.(5.1)
8: Compute the supervising signals w(a, p, n) and m(a, p, n)
9: Compute supervised loss: LStri(θ) using Eq.(4.8)

10: Compute total loss: Ltotal(θ) = LStri(θ) + λLattr(θ)
11: Update: θ ← θ − lr ∂θLtotal∂θ . Backward Pass
12: end if
13: end for
14: return θ

sults for fashion search framework using the attribute supervised metric learning
(ASML) framework.

4.5.1 Datasets

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods on fashion search using
two datasets, namely NTUBrandFashion (NBF) dataset and DeepFashion dataset.

NTUBrandFashion (NBF) Dataset: We will use the NBF dataset introduced
in Section 4.2. This dataset contains annotations at different granularities which
serve to better assess the performance of search as well as recommendation. There
are 50 query images in the dataset which are used for the performance evaluation.
Note that we do not have exact positive pair annotations for triplet training.

DeepFashion Dataset: We also report results for large-scale DeepFashion dataset
[11] in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ASML framework.
The DeepFashion in-shop dataset [11] consists of 52,712 images of 11,735 clothing
items. These images are annotated with clothing IDs rather than category labels,
where each clothing ID refers to exact same instances of clothes with varying an-
gles, poses and viewpoints. Hence, positive-pair annotation for triplet training is
available. The images are also annotated with 463 attributes. The images are
divided into 12,612 database images, 14,218 query images, and 25,882 training
images. Here the task is to retrieve the exact clothing items which are the same
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item as the query.

4.5.2 Experimental Settings

For the BAFS framework, we use ZF-Net [72] and train it for the joint clothing
and logo detection. The ZF-Net is a lightweight model with fewer parameters
when compared to other architectures such as Alexnet, VGGNet, and ResNet.
The network is initialized using a model pretrained on Imagenet [6]. We train
the network using SGD optimization with a momemtum update of 0.9 and initial
learning rate of 0.001.

For the ASML framework, we use VGG16 [24] as our base network in the proposed
architecture, where convolutional layers are followed by two fully connected layers
with ReLU activation and dropout of 0.5. The network is trained using the loss
defined in Eq. (4.5), with SGD momentum update of 0.5 and initial learning rate
of 0.001. We treat both triplet and attribute losses equally and set the value of λ
to 1. We implemented our methods using PyTorch framework [161].

The value of margin m0 is experimentally set to 0.5 and 0.2 for NBF dataset and
DeepFashion dataset respectively. Experiments show that small deviations from
these values do not affect the performance much. For the soft-margin triplet loss,
the initial values of m0 for the NBF dataset and DeepFashion dataset are set to
0.8 and 0.3. We set the threshold (φ) to 0.7 and observe that the performance is
fairly stable for φ ∈ [0.5, 0.9]. L2-normalized feature from the last fully connected
layer is used as the feature vector, which is optimized by both multitasks.

During the triplet selection from the NBF dataset, items from the same category
and brand are sampled for the anchor-positive pairs, and items from different
categories or brands constitute the negative samples. For DeepFashion dataset,
the triplets are randomly sampled such that the anchor-positive pairs are sam-
pled from the same item (i.e. same ID), and negatives are from a different item
(i.e. different ID). Since the NBF dataset has only category-level information, we
augment triplets from DeepFashion in order include instance-level triplets while
training on NBF dataset. For fair comparison, the same set of training triplets
is used for all the experiments and comparative methods. Following the previ-
ous works [10, 11, 26, 146, 151], we used Faster-RCNN [22] detector to detect the
clothing region and reduce the impact of background clutter.
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4.5.3 Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the performance of the NBF dataset for instance search and rec-
ommendation. Visual instance search refers to finding the exact same instance
(item/product) from the database, while the latter refers to providing a ranked
list of images based on their visual relevance. We use mean Average Precision
(mAP) as the performance metric for the instance search. Following [129], we
used Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) (4.11) to measure the
performance of recommendation. The metric reflects emphasis on more relevant
items being ranked at higher positions.

NDCG@k = 1
Z

k∑
i

2r(i) − 1
log2(1 + i) (4.11)

Here the relevance of the ith ranked image is calculated based on its matching with
the query image. It considers three levels of information, namely category, brand
and attribute. The relevance score is the sum of these three factors i.e. r(i) =
rcati + rbrandi + rattri , where rcati represents the category match ∈ {0, 1}, rbrandi is
the brand match ∈ {0, 1}. As the attributes are multilabel, the attribute match
rattri is computed by taking the ratio of the number of matched attributes to the
total query attributes [129]. Overall, the relevance score summarizes the similarity
between the images at multiple granularities of category, brand and attributes.

For DeepFashion dataset, in order to make the comparison consistent, we use
the same evaluation metric used by [10, 11] i.e. top-k retrieval accuracy, which
considers a hit if the exact same item as the query is found in the top-k ranked
list.

4.5.4 Results and Discussion: Proposed BAFS Framework

In this section, we first present results obtained for the proposed BAFS framework.
We report the result on the NBF dataset which has brand information to evaluate
brand-aware fashion search. In the following, we first present results for joint
clothing and logo detection. We then provide an analysis on the choice of CNN
layers for PMAC feature encoding and present the retrieval results of the proposed
BAFS framework. Finally, we compare the performance of the proposed BAFS
method with other comparative methods [32,35,146,151].
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A. Joint Logo and Clothing Detection
The detector network uses fixed sized anchor boxes to generate the region propos-
als. Typically, anchors from 3 different scales {128× 128, 256× 256, 512× 512}
are used to obtain the proposals [22]. In this work, we aim to detect the small
brand logos from clothing images. Thus, we train our network using finer anchor
boxes with 4 different scales {64× 64, 128× 128, 256× 256, 512× 512}. Table 4.3
shows the detection results in terms of average precisions (APs) for various clothing
and logo categories using 3-scales and 4-scales anchor boxes. With 3-scale anchor
boxes, the logo detection obtains an mAP of 60.82%. The logo detection perfor-
mance is significantly improved with finer 4-scale anchor boxes which achieves an
mAP of 77.88%, an improvement by an mAP of 17%. The performance boost
is especially noticeable for logos such as New Balance, Abercrombie & Fitch etc.
which often occur in very small scales. The experiments clearly show that finer
scales of region proposals improve logo (small object) detection while maintaining
similar performance for larger clothing categories. Overall, our detector achieves
mAPs of 70.95% and 77.88% for clothing items and brand logos respectively.

Figure 4.10 shows examples for joint detection of logo and clothing. From the
figure, we can observe that the detector can simultaneously detect various logos
and clothing items in the fashion images under different scales, deformations, and
background clutter. The detected information on clothing and brand is used in
visual search framework to improve the retrieval results.

B. Retrieval Performance of the Proposed BAFS Framework
Table 4.4 shows the retrieval performance using different convolutional layers and
their combinations. It is observed that the early layers achieve poor performance
as early features are too generic which only represent low-level visual information
such as edge, color, blobs etc. [72]. We observe that features from the third layer
to the last layer provides a relatively similar performance (≈ 30%). Although all of
these layers provide similar performance, they encode different level of information.
Therefore, in order to exploit a rich hierarchy of feature information, we explore
various ways to combine layers for feature representation. The combined use of
the three penultimate layers of the network shows the best performance (≈ 35%).
Hence, we choose these layers for feature encoding in our subsequent experiments.

The overall retrieval performance of the proposed framework is shown in Table 4.5.
It shows the performance comparison between various features used and different
re-ranking steps. The initial retrieval using direct concatenated feature vector
achieves an mAP of 34.8%. The retrieval using the proposed PMAC feature out-
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Figure 4.10: Sample detection of clothing and logo in images from NBF dataset.
Detected items are indicated with bounding boxes with their confidence scores.
Note that the detector can jointly detect both brand logos and clothing items
under various deformations, background clutter, scales and orientations.
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Table 4.3: Average Precision (%) of logo and clothing detection.
Clothing 3-scales 4-scales Logo 3-scales 4-scales
Button-Down 66.49 62.77 Abercrombie & Fitch 34.87 76.93
Capris 52.36 49.13 Adidas 72.32 80.40
Cardigan 62.93 63.30 All Star Converse 77.38 87.19
Dress 65.58 67.35 Ferrari 59.59 76.44
Hoodie 86.38 86.22 Kappa 50.31 76.66
Jacket 88.26 88.45 Levis 77.39 79.49
Joggers 55.45 55.26 New Balance 28.05 64.39
Leggings 70.63 70.68 Nike 45.12 69.72
Robe 71.32 72.37 Playboy 62.28 69.38
Romper 81.35 80.74 Puma 57.90 75.87
Shorts 79.01 77.90 Ralph Lauren 80.35 88.60
Skirt 67.88 68.03 Reebok 57.86 76.04
Sweater 66.39 65.83 The North Face 42.87 70.36
Sweatpants 53.77 57.03 Vans 84.71 86.28
Tank 81.01 80.56 Versace 81.41 90.56
Tee 89.52 89.64
mAP 71.14 70.95 mAP 60.82 77.88

Table 4.4: Retrieval performance (mAP %) Vs. convolutional layers used for
feature encoding

Single Layer mAP Multi-Layers mAP
conv1 8.9 conv3 + conv4 33.2
conv2 20.6 conv3 + conv5 33.0
conv3 29.9 conv4 + conv5 32.2
conv4 29.2 conv3 + conv4 + conv5 34.8
conv5 30.0

performs by achieving an mAP of 45.9% (a gain of 11%). Although the direct
concatenated features try to capture multi-layer feature information, it contains
significant redundant information. In contrast, the proposed PMAC extract dis-
criminative features from various layers which capture low-to-high level visual
information. The initial performance of the proposed PMAC is further improved
by brand-aware re-ranking to 51.9% and 53.6% using clothing and logo re-ranking.
The experimental results clearly show the advantage of PMAC feature encoding
and brand-aware re-ranking.

C. Comparison of BAFS with other Methods
Table 4.6 shows the performance comparison of the proposed BAFS framework
with baselines and other comparative methods [32, 35, 146, 151] which uses vari-
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Table 4.5: Retrieval performances of the proposed BAFS framework
Feature Used Initial Clothing Logo

Retrieval Re-ranking Re-ranking
Direct Concatenated 34.85 39.90 45.93
PMAC 45.93 51.92 53.60

ous features extracted from CNN layers. From the table, it is observed that the
baseline method achieves the lowest performance as it directly uses features from
the pre-trained networks which are not well adapted to the clothing domain. The
R-MAC [35] method uses features pooled from the last convolutional layer and
achieves an mAP of 30.03%. The other methods [151] and [146] use features ex-
tracted from the fine-tuned network on domain dataset and achieves 33.17% and
37.11% respectively. All of these methods rely on the features extracted from
the single layer of the network which often does not capture the full range of
information which is crucial for clothing instance search. Moreover, they do not
effectively incorporate the brand information during the search. Compared to this,
the proposed BAFS method uses a rich hierarchy of CNN features and incorpo-
rate the brand information, and hence it achieves an mAP of 53.6% which clearly
outperforms other comparative methods.

The qualitative analysis on the retrieval performance of the proposed method is
shown in Fig. 4.11, which further demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
BAFS framework. For example, the bottom query in Figure 4.11 is an image of
color-block Kappa hoodie. The RMAC method [35] retrieves a color-block Addidas
hoodie with a different color at Rank 1. Similarly, rapid-clothing [151] retrieves
a different model of hoodie at Rank 2. Compared to this, our BAFS framework
successfully retrieves the clothing images which are the same items as the query.
This clearly demonstrates that the brand information is crucial in fashion and
incorporating it into the search framework can significantly improve the fashion
search performance.

4.5.5 Results and Discussion: Proposed ASML Frame-
work

In this section, we present results for fashion search using the proposed ASML
framework. We report the performances of soft-weighted ASML (ASML-SW) and
soft-margin ASML (ASML-SM) on NBF dataset and DeepFashion dataset. We
compare our results with other state-of-the-art methods.
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Table 4.6: Comparison of the proposed method BAFS with other comparative
methods

Method mAP
Baseline Methods
1. VGG16 - FC7 19.30
2. Alexnet - FC7 25.22
R-MAC [35] 30.03
Rapid-Clothing [151] 33.17
Visual-Search@Pinterest [146] 37.11
Proposed BAFS method 53.60

Figure 4.11: Qualitative comparison of retrieval results of various methods. Re-
trieved relevant and irrelevant images are shown with green border and red border
respectively.

A. Results on NTUBrandFashion (NBF) Dataset
Table 4.7 compares the performance of different methods in terms of mAP (in-
stance search) and NDCG@20 (recommendation). In terms of mAP, the naive
triplet loss achieves 33.8%, while the multitask network (triplet+attribute) achieves
56.4%.

The proposed method supervises the triplet loss using the predicted attributes
and hence ASML-SW and ASML-SM achieve the best performance with mAPs of
63.79% and 63.71% respectively. Our method clearly outperforms other baselines
and competing methods. The works in [151] and [146] used fully-connected layer
features after fine-tuning for classification and achieve mAP of 33.1% and 37.7%
respectively. The R-MAC [35] descriptor uses features from maximum activation
of the final convolutional layer and obtains an mAP of 30%. These methods do not
use metric learning, instead they use descriptors from deep CNN networks to rank
the images. The VisNet [26] and WTBI [10] use triplet-based and Siamese-based
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Table 4.7: Performance comparison of the proposed ASML framework for
NTUBrandFashion dataset

Method mAP (%) NDCG@20
Baseline Methods
1. VGG16 - FC7 19.30 56.15
2. Alexnet - FC7 25.22 57.58

Triplet Loss [37] 33.38 69.92
Multitask (Triplet+Attribute) 56.41 76.71
R-MAC [35] 30.03 70.70
Rapid-Clothing [151] 33.17 70.78
Visual-Search@Pinterest [146] 37.11 72.11
VisNet [26] 34.01 63.76
WTBI [10] 41.73 56.43
FashionNet [11] 50.14 80.63
BAFS 53.60 72.27
Proposed ASML-SW 63.79 85.12
Proposed ASML-SM 63.71 83.66

metric learning respectively, where the primary aim is to perform the instance
search. They achieve mAPs of 34% and 41.7% respectively. FashionNet [11]
jointly uses three types of losses, namely, classification, attribute and triplet loss
to train the network and obtains an mAP of 50.1%. This method, however, does
not consider the possible interactions between the multiple tasks. In contrast,
the proposed attribute-supervised triplet network uses multitask network that
not only samples informative triplets but also trains the network based on the
triplet importance. Hence, it achieves superior performance to other state-of-the-
art methods.

A similar trend can be observed for NDCG in Table 4.7. The proposed attribute-
supervised SW and SM triplet network achieve NDCG@20 of 83.66% and 85.12%
respectively. Our method clearly outperforms other state-of-the-art methods which
demonstrates the advantage of learning a similarity metric space at different gran-
ularities.

B. Results on DeepFashion Dataset: Table 4.8 shows the performance of
the proposed attribute-supervised triplet network and compares it with the state-
of-the-art methods. For all the methods, we list top-k retrieval accuracy, k =
{1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50}. The proposed ASML-SW and ASML-SM methods achieve
top-20 retrieval accuracies of 93.4% and 93.3% respectively. Similar to NTUBrand-
Fashion dataset, we can observe that the proposed method outperforms the naive
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Table 4.8: Performance comparison of the proposed ASML framework for Deep-
Fashion dataset.

Method / k 1 10 20 30 40 50
VGG16 - FC7 20.2 41.6 48.6 52.9 56.1 58.5
Alexnet - FC7 24.1 45.2 52.2 56.12 58.9 61.2
Triplet Loss 44.9 74.5 81.4 85.0 87.0 88.6
Mutltitask (Triplet+Attribute) 62.5 87.5 91.5 93.3 94.5 95.3
WTBI [10] 35.6 47.0 50.6 52.0 53.0 54.4
DARN [129] 38.3 61.0 67.5 70.0 71.1 71.8
FashionNet [11] 53.3 73.0 76.4 77.0 79.0 80.0
Batch-All Triplet [123] 59.1 84.1 88.7 91.1 92.2 93.1
Proposed ASML-SW 67.4 89.5 93.4 93.4 95.7 96.3
Proposed ASML-SM 67.9 89.7 93.3 94.8 95.7 96.4

triplet loss and multitask (triplet+attribute) method.

We also compare our proposed method with various baselines and competing meth-
ods: WTBI [10], DARN [129], and FashionNet [11]. The WTBI method [10],
DARN [129] and FashionNet [11] achieve top-20 accuracies 50.4%, 61.2%, 76.4%
respectively. Compared to these, our proposed method achieves superior per-
formance over the state-of-the-art. This shows the advantage of supervising the
triplet loss with attribute information during the multitask learning. By treating
the triplets based on their importance, the network learns the subtle differences
between hard-negative pairs of images, which helps to retrieve the relevant images
at higher ranks.

Figure 4.12 shows sample retrieval results with query images and top-5 retrieved
image using WTBI, FashionNet, and the proposed method. Exact same instances
of clothing are highlighted with green borders. The proposed method retrieves the
same items as the query at higher ranks when compared to other methods. From
the viewpoint of recommendation, the proposed method retrieves more semanti-
cally similar images to the query. For example, in Figure 4.12(b), the proposed
model first retrieves images of the same item, followed by items which have the
similar model, then brand with slight variation in design and color.

Figure. 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show additional retrieval examples from DeepFashion
dataset and NBF dataset respectively. From the figures, it can be observed that
the proposed method is able to handle various scenarios. For example, the query
image in the first row of Figure. 4.13 is an image of a dark grey-colored tank top
with certain graphic prints. The proposed method first retrieves the same instance
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Figure 4.12: Sample qualitative results with query images and their respective top-
5 retrieved images with WTBI [10], FashionNet [11] and our proposed method.
Exact same instance matches are highlighted with green borders. Best viewed in
color.

of the query image from the database, then it ranks other visually similar images
which are also clothing images of grey tank tops according to their similarity. We
can observe a similar trend in retrieval results for other queries as well.

4.6 Summary

This chapter studied deep learning methods for visual fashion search. In order to
capture essential elements of fashion, we first constructed a new NTUBrandFash-
ion (NBF) dataset with 10K fashion images richly annotated with brand logo,
attribute, and category information. We proposed a new brand-aware fashion
search (BAFS) framework that explores the brand information during the visual
search. We demonstrated that the brand information is important in fashion and
incorporating it into search framework can significantly improve the fashion search
performance.

We also studied deep metric learning method for visual fashion representation
and search. We presented a new attribute supervised metric learning framework
(ASML) which explores different levels of triplet importance during training. The
method uses multitask CNN which shares the mutual information among the task
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Figure 4.13: Retrieval examples of the proposed method from the DeepFashion
dataset. Images in the first column are query images with their top-5 retrieved
images in the respective rows. Correctly retrieved images from the same product
ID are highlighted with green borders.

for better tuning the loss. Depending on the significance of the samples, the pro-
posed method first mines informative triplets, and then uses them to train the
triplet loss in a soft-manner. The designed framework is able to learn similarity at
different granularities, which is essential for visual search as well as recommenda-
tion. The proposed method achieves superior performance than other comparative
methods on two fashion search datasets. Our method is simple yet effective, thus
can be readily adapted for various domain applications.
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Figure 4.14: Retrieval examples of the proposed from the NTUBrandFashion
dataset. Images in the first column are query images with their top-5 retrieved
images in the respective rows. Correctly retrieved images of the same instances
are highlighted with green borders.
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Chapter 5

Visual Fashion Forecasting

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we proposed image representation methods for visual fash-
ion search which are independent of time (sales/transaction time). The learned
image representation are used for retrieving similar clothing images to perform
fashion search. In this chapter, we will develop the time-variant feature represen-
tation for fashion images that takes the sale events into account and apply it for
visual fashion forecasting.

The main objective of this work is to predict the future popularity of the fashion
clothing based on the visual information in fashion images. Fashion images contain
rich information that directly relates to attractiveness and popularity of fashion
items [162]. We will develop models to learn such visual representation and use
it for the fashion trend analysis. The task involves time-variant visual feature
representation capturing both visual and trend (temporal) information. In short,
this work links the visual analysis and time-series modeling, and predict the future
fashion popularity.

Fashion plays a critical role in rapidly growing e-commerce, online shopping, and
social media [163, 164]. Analyzing visual fashion trend and predicting the future
demand can be immensely valuable for various aspects of fashion industries includ-
ing designing new clothing, and managing production and inventory. Currently,
such analysis requires professional fashion experts [165]. This has two major draw-
backs. First, the task is very human intensive and laborious. Second, meaningful
insights may not be derived as there can be millions of fashion transactions in
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a single day. Hence, we aim to develop a data-driven approach to perform such
analysis. We will propose deep learning methods for visual fashion analysis and
trend modeling.

In general, the task of fashion forecasting is challenging and requires time-series
analysis. A time-series is a sequence of observations xt which are recorded at
each time step t. In fashion domain, the fashion trend changes frequently and
products may not be available/sold all the time. For example, consider a brand
selling product X in a store. Depending on its sales number or stock availability,
it may sell for different periods of time. If the product is not popular or out-of-
stock, it will be replaced by another product Y quickly. Therefore, the data (sale
number/popularity metric) for a particular fashion item may be incomplete (or
even sparse) for a period of interest. Hence, direct time-series modeling cannot be
applied to our problem of fashion forecasting. Moreover, fashion images demon-
strate a huge diversity in visual appearance. Fashion forecasting should be able
to capture the diverse fashion concepts while modeling the trend information. All
these pose significant challenges to fashion forecasting.

In recent literature, visual fashion analysis has received growing attention in com-
puter vision community. Fashion clothing retrieval has been studied in [10,11,32,
149]. The street2shop methods [11, 116, 150] are proposed to match the clothing
images captured from the streets to an online store. Clothing attributes have been
used to recognize and describe fashion images [148, 153, 154]. Clothing attributes
(such as red-color, checkered-pattern, etc.) have been employed in fashion anal-
ysis. Clothing images have also been used to classify people’s styles (e.g. Goth,
Hipster) [145] and for predicting people’s occupations [166].

Despite various studies in fashion analysis, only a few works have been carried out
to analyze the fashion trend. Fashion forecasting has been studied in [167–169]
which used different statistical techniques and neural networks. However, these
methods do not incorporate visual information, which is a crucial aspect of fashion.
On the other hand, the work in [170] studied the frequencies of clothing attributes
in street fashion images against time to analyze their trends. By observing the
fashion images from New York Fashion Week (NYFW) event, the authors in [171]
studied trends for style elements such as color, pattern, etc. In the same spirit,
[172] studied the influence of New York Fashion show on street fashion in New
York. The work in [173] used transaction history from Taobao shopping site to
mine the best selling clothing attributes for winter and spring seasons. However,
it is worth noting that all of these methods analyze the fashion trends in the past.
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As opposed to them, our goal is to predict the trend in the future. Recently, [41]
proposed a method for forecasting the future popularity of fashion styles. However,
the method predicts the future popularity for a limited number of discovered
styles, and does not handle individual item forecasting. Moreover, the method
uses traditional forecasting method, and is not end-to-end trainable.

In view of this, we aim to develop an end-to-end trainable model based on deep
learning techniques to forecast the popularity of individual clothing item. To
achieve this, we develop an image-based model and a sequence-based model for
fashion forecasting. The image-based model uses raw fashion images, and analyze
their features to perform forecasting. The sequence-based model jointly learns the
visual representation and trend information to perform forecasting. We will also
propose a method based on [41] to perform individual item forecasting. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no prior published work on individual clothing item
forecasting using visual analytics. Our proposed methods are first-of-its-kind in
this topic.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the prob-
lem and describes clickrate, a metric to measure fashion popularity. Section 5.3
presents attribute prediction for fashion images which is used in the proposed fore-
casting models. Section 5.4 describes three proposed forecasting models namely,
Style2CR, Image2CR and Seq2CR models. Experiments and results are discussed
in Section 5.5. This is followed by a summary in Section 5.6.

5.2 Problem Formulation

Given fashion clothing images with corresponding popularity metric over a time
period, our task is to predict the future popularity of individual fashion items at
the next time step. The forecast items may be old i.e. observed in the past or
newly launched items. As highlighted in Section 5.1, the popularity metrics of
individual items may be sparse over the period of interest. In other words, there
are only few observations for popularity metric for a particular clothing item over
the period of interest.

First, we will explain the fashion popularity metric used in this work–clickrate
(CR) which will be used throughout the chapter. We will use an online shopping
site to explain the use of clickrate as a fashion popularity metric. Often an online
shopping site displays a number of clothing images along with related information
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Figure 5.1: Example screen-shot from Amazon online shopping site.

such as price. Figure 5.1 shows a sample screen-shot from Amazon shopping site
for dresses. During a browsing session, a user views and clicks on a particular item
when he/she wants to find out more details or purchase the item. Intuitively, the
greater the number of the clicks on an item, the more popular the item is. To
take into account the number of times an item is shown to users, the number of
clicks is normalized by exposure (number of times an item is displayed to users)
to obtain clickrate of the item i.e. , CR = clicks/exposure. In this work, we will
use clickrate as the metric for measuring fashion item popularity. Such click-based
metrics have also been used in social media websites such as Pinterest [146] and
other online shopping companies [26].

5.3 Attribute Prediction

Clothing attributes are instrumental in describing fashion images [11,32,145,153,
170]. In this work, we will use the attribute information for developing the fashion
forecasting models. We train an attribute prediction network for fashion images.
We obtained dataset of clothing images with annotated attributes from a fashion
company. Such attribute labels provide a rich description of fashion items.

We use 194 clothing attributes to train the attribute prediction network. Let
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a = [a1, a2, · · · , ai, · · · , aNattr ] be the image attributes, where ai ∈ {0, 1} denotes
the respective binary label. In order to predict the attributes, we design a CNN
network where the convolutional layers and fully connected layers are based on
VGG16 [24]. We replace the final layer of VGG16 network to match the number of
output attributes, and add a sigmoid layer to squash the outputs to be between 0
and 1. The attribute prediction network is then trained using the following binary
cross-entropy loss,

Lattr = −
Nattr∑
i=1

[ai log(pi) + (1− ai) log(1− pi)] , (5.1)

where Nattr is the total number of attributes, ai is the target attribute label, and
pi is the predicted value. The trained network is then used for generating attribute
labels for fashion images, which will be used in subsequent forecasting models.

5.4 Visual Fashion Forecasting Models

In this section, we will propose 3 models to predict the fashion popularity in terms
of clickrate prediction. Figure. 5.2 shows an overview of different models proposed
in this chapter. First, we describe the Style2CR model which is built on top of the
method in [41] to predict the clickrate of individual items. This method operates
on the attribute information obtained from the attribute prediction network. The
attributes are transformed into styles, which are then used to forecast the click-
rate. Second, we present an end-to-end trainable Image2CR model which uses raw
fashion images to learn the clickrates based on the visual appearance of clothing
images. Finally, we describe a sequence-based Seq2CR model, which uses convo-
lutional and recurrent networks to capture the visual and trend information. The
following sections describe these three models in detail.

5.4.1 Style-to-CR (Style2CR) Model

In this section, we propose the Style2CR model, which is derived from the work
in [41]. This work represents a fashion outfit as a mixture of styles and a style
as a distribution of attributes. The key idea is to use the attribute information
from fashion images, and transform them into K styles (K is typically 30). Next,
it forecasts the popularity of each of these styles. As the work in [41] forecasts
the style popularity, it cannot be used to perform individual item popularity fore-
casting. Therefore, in this section, we will propose modifications to the method
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(a) Style2CR Model

(b) Image2CR Model

(c) Seq2CR Model

Figure 5.2: Overview of different forecasting models.
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to predict the popularity (clickrate) of individual items. In the following, we will
first describe the method in [41], and then present the modification to adapt it for
individual clickrate forecasting.

Let ai be the predicted attribute vectors for image Ii using the attribute prediction
network. All the attributes of the images are collected into an attribute matrix
A ∈ RM×N matrix where M is the total number of attributes and N is the total
number of images in the dataset. In order to transform the attribute into K

styles, the matrix A is factorized using non-negative matrix factorization (NMF),
i.e. A ≈WH. W ∈ RM×K is the weight matrix which describes the contribution
of each attribute for K style. H ∈ RK×M is K latent style representations for M
images. In other words, it can be described by a combination of weights in hk
(columns in H) ı.e. each component hk,i = p(sk|Ii) represents the strength of style
(sk) for image Ii.

Using the relation hk,i = p(sk|Ii), all the images and their corresponding clickrates
are mapped to the style space. We obtain the mapped clickrate for each style sk
using the following equation,

y
(t)
k = 1∑

iCR
(t)
i

∑
i

p (sk|Ii)CR(t)
i (5.2)

where∑iCR
(t)
i represents the sum of clickrates of all the item at time t, and CR(t)

i

represents the clickrate of an image Ii at time t. After this, we can obtain the
time series of clickrate y(t)

k for each k style where k = 1. · · · , K.

Next, to predict the clickrate for k-style at t + 1 time step, we use exponential
smoothing method (ES),

y
(t+1)
k =

t∑
l=1

[
α(1− α)t−ly(t)

k

]
+ (1− α)ty(0)

k (5.3)

where α is a smoothing factor, and y(0) is the initial observation.

At this point, we have obtained the forecast value y(t+1)
k for each of the K styles.

In order to convert the style prediction to individual item forecasting, we use the
weights hk,i which represent the strength of style k in item i. We forecast the
clickrate for an item (Ii) at t + 1 time step by combining the contribution of K
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Figure 5.3: Sample images from Pinterest website. Fashion images in the top row
have 15 times more likes compared to the fashion images in the bottom row [12].

styles weighted by hk,i i.e.

CR
(t+1)
i =

K∑
k=1

hk,i y
(t+1)
k . (5.4)

Besides the exponential smoothing used in (5.3) to forecast the styles, we also use
other prediction methods such as last, mean and drift. Mean prediction refers to
using average value of all past observations. Last refers to using the last observed
value. Drift forecasts the value based on y(t+1) = y(t) + 1

t−1(y(t) − y(1)). We will
use these forecasted clickrates as the baseline in our experiments.

5.4.2 Image-to-CR (Im2CR) Model

In this section, we propose an image-based Image2CR (Im2CR) model which uses
visual information from raw fashion images for clickrate prediction. The assump-
tion is that fashion images contain rich visual contents which relate to the attrac-
tiveness and popularity of fashion items [162]. The study in [12] shows that visual
content in fashion images affect the likeability or popularity of items. For example,
Figure 5.3 shows sample fashion images from Pinterest. The top 3 fashion images
received more likes (more than 50) while the bottom images received less likes (less
than 3). Although people may have different interpretations about the clothing,
the statistic shows that the fashion clothing in the top row are liked by many
people. This shows that the visual attractiveness of fashion images significantly
affect their popularity.
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Figure 5.4: Proposed Im2CR model for clickrate prediction

In view of this, we model the visual content in fashion images using convolutional
networks to learn the representative features responsible for their popularity. The
overview of the Im2CR model is shown in Figure 5.4. It consists of a network with
convolutional layers followed by linear layers which output the predicted clickrate.
The CNN network in the model is trained to recognize visual concepts which
affect the popularity of the fashion items. Compared to the style-based models
which uses fixed attributes, the Im2CR model learns to extract the representative
features x required for popularity prediction. The feature x is then used to predict
the clickrate,

CRpredicted = W(l)x + b(l) (5.5)

where W(l) and b(l) are the learned weight matrix and bias vector of the last linear
layer. The weights in the network are trained to minimize the squared error in
clickrate prediction.

5.4.3 Sequence-to-CR (Seq2CR) Model

In this section, we propose an end-to-end sequence-based model for the clickrate
prediction which jointly learns the essential visual representation and trend infor-
mation. For normal sequence modeling, it is assumed that the time series data
of a particular item are available at each time step over the period of interest.
However, as explained in Section 5.1, the clickrates for a particular fashion item
may be incomplete or sparse. In other words, the clickrates for a particular item
may only exist in few time steps. The dataset we obtained from a fashion retail
company has a similar property. Figure 5.5 shows a plot between the number of
fashion items with respect to the number of months for which the clickrate data
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Figure 5.5: Histogram of number of items with respect to the number of the
months the clickrates are available. Most the items only sold for once or twice.

are available. We can observe that most of the fashion items only occurred once
or twice. Thus, the series for of a particular item is very sparse. Therefore, we
will propose a sequence selection method to generate sequences for training the
model. The generation method is explained below.

In order to construct the sequences, we use clothing attribute information pre-
dicted by the attribute prediction network presented in Section 5.3. To achieve
this, the training images (Ii) are passed through the prediction network which
produces attribute vectors ai where i indicates the item id. We aim to generate
the sequences such that each image in a particular generated sequence are closer
in attribute space i.e. similar to each other. The clickrates for the missing ob-
servations of a particular item is approximated by the clickrates of other similar
items for which the clickrates are available. To achieve this objective, the images
are first clustered using the attribute features. We use K-Means clustering to
quantize the attributes into Nc clusters. Next, each fashion item is quantized to
the nearest cluster centroid, i.e. Ii → ai → cid where cid represents the cluster
id. Figure 5.6 shows examples of clusters and representative fashion items in each
cluster obtained using the clustering process. From the figure, it is observed that
images in each row share similar attribute distribution. For example, the cluster
in the first row represents floral-sleeveless-summer dresses. It is observed that a
sequence consists of images with similar attribute distribution. Based on the clus-
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Figure 5.6: Example clusters (each row represents a cluster) and representative
fashion images obtained for the proposed sequence generation method in Seq2CR
model.

ter ids associated with the fashion items, the images are sampled from a particular
cluster at each time step to generate training sequences.

The generated sequences are used to train the model which consists of convolu-
tional and recurrent networks. The proposed architecture for the Seq2CR model
is shown in Figure 5.7. The model jointly learns the important visual features
of fashion images and temporal trend information. Let

(
I(0), I(1), I(2), · · · , I(t)

)
be the generated sequence of images using sequence generation method at time
(0, 1, 2, · · · , t), and

(
CR(0), CR(1), CR(2), · · · , CR(t)

)
be the corresponding click-

rates. Images I(t) are fed into the CNN networks at every time step t, where
all CNNs share the same weight parameters. The CNN encodes the visual in-
formation and produces a feature vector x(t) ∈ Rd, i.e. x(t) = CNN

(
I(t)

)
. This

feature captures the representative information (e.g. looks, attributes, designs
etc.) of fashion items that affect their popularity. After obtaining the sequence of
the visual features (x(0),x(1),x(2), · · · ,x(t)), they are passed through a recurrent
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Figure 5.7: Proposed Sequence2CR model for clickrate prediction.

network.

The recurrent network handles the sequential data using hidden states, which
allows information flow from one time step to the next. In our method, we use
Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), a variant of RNN, which is able to handle
the vanishing and exploding gradient problem in RNNs [80]. The LSTM models
the input feature x(t) at time step t using cell states c(t) and hidden state h(t).
These states are regulated by special gates namely, input gate i(t), output gate o(t),
forget gate f (t) and gate g(t). Mathematically, the LSTM cell is updated using the
following equations.

i(t) = σ
(
Wxix(t) + Whih(t−1) + bi

)
(5.6)

f (t) = σ
(
Wxfx(t) + Whfh(t−1) + bf

)
(5.7)

o(t) = σ
(
Wxox(t) + Whoh(t−1) + bo

)
(5.8)

g(t) = tanh
(
Wxcx(t) + Whch(t−1) + bc

)
(5.9)

c(t) = f (t) � c(t−1) + i(t) � g(t) (5.10)

h(t) = o(t) � tanh(c(t)) (5.11)
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Here Wxi ,Whi and bi are the input weight matrix, hidden weight matrix and bias
vector of the input gate i(t). Similar notations are used for forget gate, output gate,
cell state. The functions σ and tanh represent sigmoidal and hyperbolic tangent
activations respectively. At each time step t, the input gate i(t), forget gate f (t)

and output gate o(t) estimate the amount of information to be retained, erased or
read in the current cell state c(t). The current hidden state h(t) is obtained from
the cell state c(t) through (5.11).

In order to predict the clickrate at every time step t, we feed the hidden state h(t)

to a linear layer which outputs the predicted clickrate given by,

CR(t) = Whyh(t) + by (5.12)

where Why and by are the weight matrix and bias vector of the final linear layer.
We train the proposed network in an end-to-end fashion to minimize the loss
function in (5.13), which is the mean square error (MSE) in clickrate prediction.

L
(t)
MSE = 1

Nb

Nb∑
n=1

[
CR

(t)
n,target − CR

(t)
n,predicted

]2
, (5.13)

L(total) =
∑
t

L
(t)
MSE (5.14)

Here Nb is the number of images in a batch, CR(t)
n,target and CR

(t)
n,predicted are the

ground-truth and predicted clickrates for item n. The loss L(total) is the sum of
L

(t)
MSE over all time steps. Back-propagation through time (BPTT) algorithm [174]

is used to train the network.

5.5 Experiments

5.5.1 Dataset

In this section, we will describe the dataset used for the study of visual fashion
forecasting. We perform experiments on a dataset provided by a fashion retail
company. The dataset contains 3 categories of fashion items with images and
corresponding clickrates recorded for 13 months. The clickrates are expressed in
percentage. For each category, there are around 8K fashion items each month.
Table 5.1 summarizes the dataset consisting of three categories, together with the
means and standard deviations of clickrates. The clickrate data of a particular
item in the dataset is not available over the whole period of interest.
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Table 5.1: Overview of the dataset used for fashion forecasting.
Category #items in #items in Clickrate(%)

first 12 months 13th month mean standard deviation
T-Shirt 90,781 6,660 1.31 1.14
Shirt 87,669 6,630 1.44 1.14
Dress 96,676 7,309 1.63 1.63

5.5.2 Experimental Settings

In this section, we first explain settings for data partitioning for performance
evaluation and then describe the settings for network architectures and training
of the models.

The task of forecasting such as stock-price prediction [175,176], demand forecasting
[87, 88] involves the prediction of future values given the historical data. Our
problem here is to predict the click-rate of fashion items. To evaluate such tasks,
the historical data are used for training the models, and the data in the future
horizon are used for testing. From our data of 13 months (fashion clothing images
and corresponding click-rates), we use the first 12 months of historical data to
train the models, and data in 13th months (forecast horizon) to test the model.

We use VGG16 [24] as the CNN network for both the Im2CR and Seq2CR models.
We initialized the CNN using a network pre-trained on ImageNet [6]. For the
sequence modeling, the CNN network provides features of dimension 4096 to the
LSTM cells which has a hidden dimension of 512. To generate the sequence, we
cluster the clothing attributes into 100 clusters and sample the images from each
time-step based on the cluster ids. For each cluster, 1000 sequences are generated
in each batch. We use the mean square error (MSE) as our loss function, and
train the network using Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 10−5. For
Style2CR, we use K = 30 styles as recommended in [41]. The algorithms are
implemented using PyTorch framework [161].

For performance evaluation, we use Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Ab-
solute Percentage Error (MAPE) [177] as the performance metrics. The MAE and
MAPE are defined as follows.

MAE = 1
Nt

Nt∑
i=1
|CRi, target − CRi, predicted| (5.15)

MAPE = 1
Nt

Nt∑
i=1

|CRi, target − CRi, predicted|
CRi, target

× 100% (5.16)
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Figure 5.8: Attribute prediction results on example fashion images. Correctly
predicted attributes are highlighted in green.

Here Nt is the total number of test images, CRi, target and CRi, predicted are the
ground-truth clickrate and predicted clickrate for item i.

5.5.3 Results and Discussion

In this section, we first report the performance of the attribute prediction network
presented in Section 5.3. Next, we will present the results and analysis for clickrate
prediction using different forecasting models presented in Section 5.4.

A. Attribute Prediction
We used 194 binary attributes to train the attribute prediction network. These
attributes incorporate various concepts such as color, patterns, shapes etc. 34K
labeled images are used for training while 11K images are used to test the per-
formance of the network. The attribute prediction network achieves a recall of
82.11% with a precision of 83.19%. Figure 5.8 shows examples of attribute predic-
tion in fashion images. From the figure, we can observe that the network is able
to handle different types of fashion attributes related to color, pattern, shapes etc.
These predicted attributes are used in the Style2CR model to represent styles,
and in the Seq2CR model for sequence generation.

B. Clickrate Prediction
The clickrate prediction results for various methods in terms of MAE and MAPE
are presented in Table 5.2. We use the Style2CRmethod as the baseline to compare
the performance. The Style2CR-ES is the model that uses exponential smoothing
for style forecasting. Similarly, Style2CR-Last, Style2CR-Mean, and Style2CR-
Drift denote methods last, mean and drift respectively for style forecasting.

From Table 5.2, it can be observed that all variants of the Style2CR method
achieve mediocre performance for all fashion categories. For example, Style2CR-
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ES obtains an MAE of 1.373 (MAPE of 94.9%) for clickrate prediction in the
t-shirt category. The mediocre performance is because the method represent fash-
ion images using style components. The limited number of style representations,
however, does not generalize well to individual items. In other words, fashion
styles can only model a group of images, but it cannot handle individual item
forecasting well.

Our proposed Im2CR model achieves MAEs of 0.593, 0.626 & 0.716 and MAPEs of
48.9%, 44% & 42.3% for t-shirt, shirt and dress category respectively. The model
performs significantly better than the Style2CR model. For example, for the t-
shirt category, compared to Style2CR-ES, the proposed Im2CR model obtains a
relative improvement of 56% in terms of MAE and 47% in terms of MAPE. Unlike
Style2CR model, the Im2CR model directly learns representative fashion features
to improve the clickrate prediction. This clearly indicates that there exists a strong
relationship between the visual appearance of fashion images and their clickrates.

The Seq2CR improves over the Im2CR model by using the fashion trend informa-
tion. Although the observations for each individual fashion item are not available
for the complete period of interest, we mitigate this issue by generating sequences
using the proposed sequence generation method. The Seq2CR model achieves the
best MAE and MAPE results for all the categories. This demonstrates that the
model is able to capture both visual and trend information for clickrate prediction.
For instance, for t-shirt category, the Seq2CR model achieves an MAPE of 40.1%,
an improvement of 8.8% over the Im2CR model. This clearly shows the advantage
of sequence modeling in clickrate forecasting.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we studied the problem of visual fashion forecasting which has a
huge potential commercial impact. We used clickrate to measure the popularity of
the fashion items. In order to predict the clickrate, we proposed an image-based
Im2CR model and a sequence-based Seq2CR model. Using the image-based model,
we first demonstrated that visual content in fashion images is crucial information
in forecasting applications. Next, we developed a sequence generation strategy to
handle the non-continuous nature of fashion clickrate data. Using the generated
sequences, we trained the Seq2CR model which jointly models the visual content
and trend information. The proposed method is able to learn the fashion trend
together with visual content of fashion images. We also proposed a method to
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extend the work in [41] to perform individual item forecasting. Our experiments
show the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we studied various image feature representation and learning meth-
ods for visual search and related applications. Both handcrafted features and deep
learning features are explored to learn discriminative features and develop visual
search frameworks. The developed frameworks are studied for two selected visual
search applications, namely, visual landmark search, and visual fashion search.
We used local handcrafted feature based representation for landmark search which
required low-level features and geometrical analysis of features for repetitive pat-
tern detection in images. For fashion image representation, we proposed methods
based on recent deep learning approaches as the available fashion datasets are
large enough to effectively train deep networks. Deep learning based image rep-
resentations have been developed for visual fashion search and fashion forecasting
application. The main results of this thesis are summarized as below.

(i) In Chapter 3, a handcrafted feature-based visual search framework is devel-
oped for the landmark search application. We studied the effect of repetitive
patterns on the search performance. In order to alleviate the burstiness is-
sue, a new Lattice-Support Repetitive Local Feature (LS-RLF) algorithm is
proposed to detect the repetitive patterns in images. The LS-RLF method
estimates the underlying lattice structure of patterns and recovers the un-
detected features. Using this information, an LS-RLF based image repre-
sentation is proposed to handle the adverse effect of repetitive patterns in
the visual search. A new feature repetitiveness similarity (FRS) metric is
also proposed. The FRS metric leverages on the information of repetitive
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patterns to improve image matching and search performance. We demon-
strated that the repetitive patterns are not a nuisance but can be useful in
visual recognition. The experiments conducted on three benchmark datasets
clearly show that the proposed methods are effective and outperform other
comparative methods.

(ii) Chapter 4 studied the deep learning methods for visual fashion search. A
new fashion dataset called NTUBrandFashion (NBF) with 10K fashion cloth-
ing images is constructed. The NBF dataset captures the essential fashion
elements such as category, attribute, and brand. In order to explore the im-
portance of brand information, a new brand-aware fashion search framework
(BAFS) is proposed. We demonstrated that the brand information is impor-
tant in fashion and incorporating it into search framework can significantly
improve the fashion search performance. We also explored deep metric learn-
ing methods to learn discriminative and robust features for fashion search.
An end-to-end trainable attribute-supervised triplet network (ASML) is pro-
posed to learn the image embeddings. The method uses multitask CNN
which shares the mutual information among the tasks to learn similarity at
different granularities which is essential for visual search as well as recom-
mendation. The developed method is simple yet effective, and thus can be
readily adapted for various domain applications.

(iii) Chapter 5 studied an interesting problem of visual fashion representation
with time-series information for forecasting application. In particular, the
correlation between visual information in fashion images and fashion popu-
larity has been studied. Using visual analysis, various models are developed
for individual fashion item forecasting in terms of clickrate prediction. An
image-based (Im2CR) model and a sequence-based (Seq2CR) model are de-
veloped to forecast the clickrate. The Im2CR model uses visual information
in fashion images for clickrate prediction. The Seq2CR jointly learns the
visual content and fashion trend information. Experiments show the effec-
tiveness of the proposed methods. Such analysis can be helpful to fashion
companies for providing insights on new fashion designs as well as managing
their product and inventories.
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6.2 Future Work

In this section, we present the possible future research directions and recommen-
dations.

1. Incorporation of exogenous factors for fashion forecasting.
In Chapter 5, we introduced the problem of visual fashion forecasting. The main
aim of this work is to investigate the impact of visual information on the popularity
forecasting of fashion items. However, there exist several exogenous factors that
affect the popularity of fashion items. Factors such as seasons, price, discounts,
brand etc. can significantly affect the popularity of fashion items. For example,
a good quality product offered with a heavy discount often become popular. It
will be interesting to study such factors along with visual analysis for fashion
popularity prediction. We can use deep architecture such as CNN to perform the
visual analysis and use a neural network to learn a latent feature of the exogenous
factors. The generated features can be used to train recurrent network such as
LSTM [80], GRU [89] to capture the fashion trend. We can expect promising
results from such an analysis.

2. New fashion image generation with fashion trend analysis.
Designing new fashion apparels is a challenging task. It requires fashion experts
and analysts to design a new clothing that is attractive and trendy. We propose to
use the trend analysis of fashion introduced in Chapter 5 to analyze and extract
key visual attributes and features that are potentially responsible for the fashion
item popularity. This analysis can assist fashion designers in creating new clothing
that will be popular. Such information can be further used in Generative Adver-
sarial Networks (GANs) [92] to create new fashion images. The visual attributes
obtained using fashion trend analysis can be incorporated into the generator net-
work during the training of GAN network. This can significantly help the fashion
designers as they can directly visualize the fashion images that can be popular in
future.
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